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UHPD and campus security Protection order issued 
summoned, again Chrls~~~~s21 inCident re:~!!:i!~A~~~:h~~~!~ayon 
News Editor Sept27. Amyhadtoalterherscheduleand Dolan Hall sees second incident in less than a month 
Melissa Tllk 
Editor-in-chief 
A woman was allegedly assaulted out-
side Dolan Hall on SatuFday, Oct. 7 by a 
young man who "jumped from behind the 
bushes in front of Dolan and punched her 
on the right side of the face," said joe Farrell, 
dean of students. 
This is the second incident reported to 
campus security and University Heights 
Police Department by a Dolan resident 
within the past month. 
According to Farrell, a report was taken 
by Matrhew Goffos, campus security of-
ficer, at 1224 a.m., and UHPD was notified. 
"She said it was Lyle Christoph, a former 
boyfriend. She said he was somebody she 
knew from high school. He's not a student 
here, and supposedly she hadn't seen him 
in a year and a half," said Farrell. 
Farrell said there were no witnesses to 
the assault. "UHPD did take pictures of her 
face and back and from what it says on the 
report, there was some swelling on her face," 
he said. 
Later that same day, "Beth"(pseudonyrn) 
returned to her room after staying with 
friends in Murphy. Campussecurity,as well 
as UHPD, were again notified, and George 
Alaimo, campus security officer, took the 
second report at 7:10p.m. According to the 
report, Beth gave the officer several threat-
ening notes she had found in her first floor 
room, said Farrell. 
"The case was initially handled by[Chief] 
Detective Uames] Daugherty who did the 
preliminaryworku p, comparing the reports 
and working with the physical evidence," 
said UHPDDetective Lieutenant Dale Brady 
who is now investigating the report. 
Brady said he could not discuss the 
physical evidence since the case is still un-
der investigation. 
"We are still trying to locate the indi-
vidual named in the report at a local or 
Michigan address. [Beth] says he is from 
Hungary," said Brady. "The Michigan police 
have been very help£ ul in trying to locate a 
current or former address. If we can locate 
the party, we will call him in." 
"So far [Beth] has not returned my phone 
calls," said Brady. "We were trying to give 
her some time ... but since she is withdraw-
ing from school, I would like to talk to her 
before she leaves. I want to know what she 
feels and knows, maybe she remembers 
something else," he added. 
At press time, Beth was not available for 
comment, but Farrell said she withdrew 
from the University on Tuesday and 
planned to leave campus Wednesday. "She 
said her withdrawal was due to reasons not 
related to the assault, and her mother sa id 
the same thing," said Farrell. 
"She was offered the option to relocate. 
We think maybe she'll come back in the 
spring," said Donna Byrnes, director of resi-
dence life. 
Dolan and Murphy RAs have been noti-
fied of the situation as well as all hall direc-
tors said Byrnes, adding that no additional 
safety measures are being taken at this time. 
"If she signs the complaint, I'd like to 
explain to her what it entails such as ap-
pearing in court. I let the victim know up 
front what is involved if the charges are 
pursued," said Brady. 
"Until she comes forward and signs the 
complaint, we can't press charges," said 
Brady. 
Brady said that Beth offered a physical 
description of the suspect, describing him 
as a white male, six feet tall and l80pounds 
with black hair and a large nose. 
Even if Beth decides not to pursue this 
further, the suspect could be charged by the 
University with trespassing under Ohio 
statutes, if university officials so choose, 
said Brady. 
"For the two reports filed , the first charge 
would beassaultforcrimesagainst human-
ity and fort he second it would be burglary." 
When asked about a statute of limita-
tions, Brady replied that as long as the case 
is under investigation and no one has been 
charged, the case can be reopened at any 
time. 
"Basically, I won't know more until I talk 
to her. She's the best source of information," 
said Brady. 
Donald W. Lechner Ill, 20,entered a plea secure escorts on campus and to and from 
of not guilty to the charge of menace by hercardue to Lechner's pattern of conducr. 
stalking at an Oct. 4 hearing at Shaker Mu- "It shows a pattern of conduct," Rohal 
nicipal Court. said. "It would cause anyone to be con-
Lechner was charged by University cerned." 
Heights Police of the first degree misde- At the hearing, Lechner said he wanted 
mea nor because of several incidents which to dispute the facts presented by Rohal even 
took place onjCU's campus on Sept. 21. though he appeared unrepresented and 
At the hearing, james Rohal, detective Montgomery advised him that he had the 
sergeant at UHPD, toldJ udge KJ. Montgom- right to remam silent Lee h ner denied writ-
ery, that after "Amy" [pseudonym] met ing on the carpet but did not deny any of 
Lechnerat aconcen ,he began placingmes- the other facts in the case. 
sages on her voice mail. At one point, Lechner was presented with the anti-
Lechnertold her he was coming to campus stalking protection order, ASPO, which is a 
after Amy asked him not to, said Rohal. temporaryprotection orderprevenunghim 
"Hegotintoherresidencehallandwrote from making any contact with Amy, said 
something on the carpet in front of her Montgomery. She said Lechner cannot visit 
door," Rohal testified. "He also slipped a five Amy,JCU'scampus,or any place where she 
page letter including a pack of matches isemployed. Hecannotcontactherthrough 
with theheadscutoff and several condoms.• any medium, said Montgomery. 
When Lechner was questioned by an- "None of your buddies can be giving her 
other resident of Dolan Hall..he allegedly a call," Montgomery sa1d to Lechner. "No 
responded that he 'was doi nga little friendly con tact. There is no misunderstanding." 
stalking,' said Rohal. AccordingtotheOhioRevisedCode,the 
"We got a statement from [the neigh- complainantmayftleamotionthatrequests 
bor],"said Rohal. "No matter how he meant the issuance of an ASPOasa pretnalcond1 
it, he still said it." non of release of the alleged offender. The 
Rohal said that joe Farrell, dl"an of stu- form isprovid d by the clerk of the court to 
dents, advised Lechner not to have furrher aN COURT, P81f• 3 
Class registration offered by phone 
Cherie Skoczen 
Assistant News Editor 
Students can register for Fall '96 courses 
next spring from their homes, residence 
halls. or workplaces, said Kathleen 
DiFranco, university registrar. 
Touchstone registration will enable stu-
dents to register for courses using a 
touchtone phone. "I think it will be more 
convenient for students," DiFranco said. "We 
would also like to have extended hours, en-
ablingstudents to register at night or on the 
weekends." 
Touchtone registration will be similar 
to the in-person registration system cur-
rent! yin use_ "Priority registration will con-
tinue as it has for a number of years," 
DiFranco said. "The computer system will 
check to see that students are calling on or 
after their assigned time." 
Undergraduates will still be required to 
see their advisors who will then electroni-
cally release them to schedule for classes, 
DiFranco said. If students do not meet with 
their advisors or if they call to register be-
fore their assigned times, an electronic voice 
will tell them they are not yet permitted to 
register, she added. 
As in past years, if a student tries to reg-
ister for a class that has been closed, he or 
she will be placed on a waiting list. Addi-
tionally, the Student Service Center will 
continue to handle courses that require spe-
cial permission or authorization for course 
overload. 
When registration by phone 1scomplete, 
students wi II be able to call back to confirm 
their new schedules, or they can obtain a 
printout of their schedules in one of the 
computer labs. Students will also receive a 
schedule confirmation in the mail before 
the semester begins. 
There will be many benefits to register-
ing for classes by phone, DiFranco said. "Stu-
dents don't have to stand in line to register." 
she said. Students also can register late at 
night or on weekends, and they will be able 
to make changes to their schedules during 
the summer from their homes. 
DiFranco said she does not anticipate 
any problems with touch tone registration. 
"Many institutions have been doing it for a 
number of years," she said. "They have been 
very happy with it, and so have the stU-
dents." 
In order to obtain student input before 
touchtone registration is available to every-
one, about 200 graduate students in the 
Counseling and Human Services Program 
and about 300 randomly selected under-
graduates will be invited to serve as a pilot 
group to register for Spring '96classes. These 
students will be asked for feedback regard-
ing the advantages and disadvantages of 
touchtone registration. 
"We're hoping a number of students will 
take advantage of this," DiFranco said. 
However, she said she realizes some stu-
dents may not want to give up registering 
in person, she said. 
"I like registering in person; said Scott 
Scherler, sophomore. "Our school is small 
enough to have registration without big 
waiting lines." 
Sophomore Kelly jones said she has 
heard about touchtoneregistration at other 
schools. "I guess [registering by phone] 
would be less time consuming," jones said. 
"But after having so many problems with 
voice mail, I'm not sure I'm ready for an-
other one of JCU's phone systems." 
Don Grazko and Emil Hoffert in In for-
ma non Servicesdes1gned the touchtone reg-
istration system. Development of the sys-
tem took them a few months, DiFranco said. 
"They're very proud of it_ It's user friendly," 
she said. Grazko and Hoffert were unavail-
able for comment at press time. 
2 
359 out of the 1070 students in the frestman class voted 
for their freshman class officers this week, said Tim 
Brainard, elections committee chairperson. 
But this is a positive number since elections were in the 
middle of Fall Break, he said. 
Freshman Primary Election Results 
President 
Patrick V. Meyer, Tori Seethaler 
Vice President 
Sarah Marinelli, Rochelle Nowinski 
Secretary 
Ryan Daly, Dee Dee Schultz 
On campus senators 
Tommy Bryan, Rick Carafagna 
Ed Klein, Stephen Latkovic 
]CUs infirmary offers flu 
vaccinations to students 
Lym Sabol 
Staff Reporter 
As the cold weather starts to 
hit, john Carroll University's 
Health Services is armed and 
ready to battle cases of influenza 
byofferingflushots toallstudents, 
faculty and staff fromOctober 23-
27. 
The cost of each vaccination is 
$5. They will be administered 
from 9:30-10:30 a.m., Monday 
through Friday in the Health Ser-
vices, lo-
cated in 
"Flu' is an acuterespiratorydis-
easecaused by an influenza virus. 
The symptoms include headache, 
fever, weakness and sore throat, 
said McHale. 
"This is no longer a disease for 
old people or people with chronic 
diseases,· McHale said. "We're 
finding out how important it is for 
young, healthy people to get this 
vaccine too." 
For "old people," getting the flu 
can mean missing a few days of 
work, she said. 
M u r p h y "This Is no longer 
Hall. 
But college stu-
dents are more sus-
ceptible and more 
likely to be infected 
for a longer period 
of ume. 
·This is a 
convenient 
servtce," said 
R o s e 
McHale, R.N. 
"It is right 
hereon cam-
a disease for old 
people or people 
with chronic 
Living on a col-
legecampus makes 
this highly infec-
tious disease easy to 
be passed around, 
and it can put stu-
pus. It is safe, diseases., 
cheap and 
definitely 
worth the 
time it takes 
to get it." 
Rose McHale dents out of com-
------------ mission for up to 
two weeks, said 
The wtal process takes about 
20 minutes. said McHale. This in-
cludes signing a waiver, receiving 
the vaccination, and waiting lS 
minutes for the nurses and the 
physician to observe any reac-
tions. 
McHale noted that during the 
heaviest flu outbreak last year, the 
Health Services treated J0-50 pa-
tienrs per day: 
"Last year our survey showed 
that the swdents wanted this ser· 
vice," said McHale. "Now that we 
have it we hope that students and 
faculty will take advantage of it." 
Robert Herman, a doctor in the 
infirmary. 
"On this campus, it is pretty 
important to get a flu shot." said 
Herman. "Living together in the 
dorms andsharing the same, small 
placesmakesus more likely to get 
the flu epidemic." 
The number one precaution-
ary measure a pers6n can take to 
avoid being bed-ridden with the 
flu IS to get this vaccination, said 
McHale. However, proper rest and 
good nutrition also playa key role 
in staying healthy, she said. 
For more information, contact 
the infirmary at397-4349. 
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Carillon suffers staff loss 
Yearbook staff lacks upperclassmen support 
Joe Whalley 
Assistant News Editor 
This year's Carillon staff has 
had a rocky start apparently due 
to problems stemming from last 
year's yearbook and the of a lack of 
participation and interest from 
upperclassmen. 
There are many new faces on 
this year's Carillon staff with Paul 
Prokop as the new moderator and 
four new co-editors, the majority 
being freshmen. 
"Instead of making one editor-
in-chief, Paul has made four co-
editors," said Casey Yandek, Car-
illon business editor. "I think this 
was a good idea considering al-
most all of us are new to the year-
book staff." 
Most of the Cari 1/on staff mem-
bers are freshmen and this inex-
perience has not made the disar-
ray left by last year's yearbook staff 
any easier to organ ize,said Yandek. 
"When we started this year, ev-
erything was a mess," Yandeksaid. 
"Being new, we didn't know what 
we had. We had to clean things up, 
and we still aren'tsureof what we 
have." 
Yandek also believes that the 
Carillon's lack of equipment is a 
contributing factor to the lack of 
upperclassmen support, he said. 
"The equipment we have is a far 
cry from what we need ," said 
Yandek. "Many potennal mem-
bers were on a yearbook staff in 
high school that had access to sev· 
era l computers and cameras. We 
only have one computer and one 
camera." 
Carillon staff members ex-
pressed a yearning for more and 
newer equipment but doubt that 
they can afford it. 
Last year's yearbook staff left 
several bills unpaid because of 
overspending. This means that a 
portion of this year's Carillon 
funding will have to go towards 
paying last year's bills. 
"We have a lot of unpaid bills 
we have to take care of with this 
year's yearbook money,"saidjackie 
Root, Cari lion copy editor. "They 
ran up the bills last year, and we 
have to pay for what they didn't 
pay for." 
This year's Carillon staff has 
a !so suffered from a lack of upper-
classmen experience and support. 
However, Prokop said he is not 
bothered by the lack of upper-
classmen staff members. 
"We would love to have more 
upperclassmen but they are not a 
necessary element," said Prokop. 
"Talent is more important than 
school year, and we have a talented 
staff." 
Several Carillon staff members 
believe that anger with last year's 
censorship of the yearbook has 
discouraged upperclassmen par-
ticipation. 
The 1993-1994 Carillon was the 
object of controversy after W.O. 
Bookwa Iter, assistant to the presi-
dent, censored a portion of these-
nior quote section of the yearbook 
because he found several quotes to 
be inappropriate. He censored this 
section against the wishes of the 
Carillon editor-in-chief. These 
censorships were considered a vio-
lation of the rights guaranteed to 
John Carroll publications in the 
Student Handbook. The decision 
to censor this publication angered 
many. 
"No one from last year's year-
book wantstohaveanythingtodo 
with the Carillon," said Yandek. 
Root agreed. 
"We are taking the slack for 
what happened with that year· 
book," said Root. 
Prokopdoes not believe censor-
ship will be an issue with this 
year's Carillon. 
"Censorship should not be a 
problem with this year's year-
book," said Prokop. "The censor is 
no longer in a position to censor 
and the Carillon now has a new 
advisor and staff. 
JCU promotes Alcohol Awareness 
Carolyn Sprague 
Staff Reporter 
john Carroll Universily Alco-
hol Awareness Week 1995 is tak· 
inga positive, proactive approach 
in making everyone aware of the 
many different ways alcohol can 
affectone'slife,said Lisa Heckman, 
director of student activities. 
"In the past, AlcoholAwareness 
Week was perceived as being 
preachy,• said Alcohol Awareness 
Week Coordinator, Mary Jude 
Detesco. "People don't want to be 
told what to do." 
This year's program is designed 
not to preach but rather to pro-
vide alternatives to the college 
drinking scene, said Detesco. 
"We are trying to increase 
awareness and help people realize 
that, even though a lot of college 
social activities involve alcohol, 
there are alternatives," said 
Detesco. "There are a lot of people 
whose lives have been affected by 
alcohol, and we must recognize 
that." 
For this reason, it is important 
that all students feel as though 
they are a part of Alcohol Aware-
ness Week, said Heckman. "It is 
important that we include stu· 
dems in all aspects of the univer-
sity," she said. 
Various sponsors of Alcohol 
Awareness Week, including Stu-
dent Activities, University Coun-
seling Wellness and Health Ser-
vices, Residence Hall Association 
(RHA) and Greek Council, have 
combined to conduct scheduled 
activities throughout the week 
that will acknowledge various al-
cohol-related issues. 
"There are a lot of issues that 
need to be addressed during Alco-
hol Awareness Week," said 
De tesco. "The issues are being rec-
ognized by the many activities 
planned during the week" 
The week will begin on Mon-
day, Oct. 23, with a speech given 
by Jim Joyner, a representative 
from a localalcoholserviceagency. 
Tuesday's activities include a 
presentation by two college stu-
dents, immediately followed by a 
luminarias service around the 
quad. 
"The luminarias service, orga-
nized by RHA, will use candles to 
show the ways in which members 
of the Carroll community have 
been affected by alcohol," said 
Dete5co. 
Students, faculty and staff can 
dedicate any number of candles 
to themselves or to anyone in their 
lives struggling with or overcom-
ing an alcohol problem, or to any-
one who has lost someone due to 
alcohol abuse. 
"We want people to feel com-
fortable in dedicating a candle," 
said Detesco. 
On Wednesday, at 4:30, the 
atrium will be transformed into a 
"Smart Bar." All Greek organiza-
tions will be competing against 
each other in a non-alcoholic 
drink contest. 
The weekend will begin with 
trips to the haunted house at 
Thorn Acres on Friday and Satur-
day. Transportation will be pro-
vided. 
Alcohol Awareness Week con-
cludes with a party on Sunday. 
john Ropar, coordinator of 
Counseling Wellness and Health 
Services is committed to encour-
aging students to sign up to pledge 
to be alcohol-free during Alcohol 
Awareness Week. 
"Alcohol is so much a part of 
the lifestyle at John Carroll, and 
people think they have nochoices," 
said Ropar. "But there are choices, 
and l hope that Alcohol Aware-
ness Week will make students 
aware of the other options." 
According to Ropar, 95 percent 
of violent crime on campus, 90 
percent of campusrape,3S-70per-
cent of engagement in sexual ac-
tivity, 40 percent of academic 
problems, and 25 percent of drop-
outs are the result of alcohol. 
What is an alcoholic? 
Alcoholism is defined in Merriam Webster's Collegiate Dictio-
nary as "continued excessiveorcornpulsive use of alcoholic drinks" 
or "a complex chronic psychological and nutritional disorder asso-
ciated with excessive and unusual compulsive drinking." 
Alcoholism is defined by somejCU students as ... 
"Chronic intoxication from alcohol"- Shannon O'Malley, junior. 
"Consistently drinkingjust to getdrunk"- Maureen Shaughnessy, 
junior. 
"When alcohol interferes with life and changes the way you live" 
-Jennifer Marcy, sophomore. 
• A major problem, sickness due to alcohol dependency"- Victor 
Emogoglia, freshman. 
"Someone who drinks excessively in order to get drunk"- Vicki 
Spencer, junior. 
"A constant desire to drink"· Jamie Flannick,junior. 
"When alcohol becomes the number one priority in your life"-
Tim Witt, sophomore. 
"When drinking is not just social it is to get drunk" -Greg Rosko, 
freshman. 
Carolyn Sprague, staff reporter; collected these responses. 
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JCU's Catholicism questioned 
Letter to the editor sparks student speak out 
Joe Wholley 
Assistant News Editor 
The Student Union lssuesCom-
mittee and the Carroll News held 
a speak-out on Oct. 5dealingwith 
the question, "Is john Carroll a 
Catholic university?" The goal of 
the speak-out was to allow stu-
dents to express opinions dealing 
with the Catholic nature of jCU, 
said John Cranley, president of the 
Student Union. 
The speak-out was inspired by 
a letter published in the Forum 
section of the Sept. 21 issue of the 
Carroll News . The letter, written 
by Joseph Kury ll , addressed the 
fact that few priests wear their 
collars and no nuns wear their 
habits on campus. The letter also 
addressed faculty members' criti-
cism of the Catholic church in 
their classrooms. 
The speak-out dealt with 
Kury's letter and the Catholic na-
ture of JCU, its students and fac-
ulty. The format allowed for open 
discussion and for the sharing of 
opinions ranging from the strict-
ness of religion classes to the place-
ment of the tabernacle in St. 
Francis Chapel. Reaction to the 
speak-out was generally positive. 
"Thespeak-outwasa very good 
meeting with a healthy exchange 
of ideas," said junior Dan Bizja. "I 
think people touched on a wide 
variety of important topics." 
Althoughthespeak-outdid not 
have the goal of answering the 
question, "How Catholic is John 
Carroll," itdidallow students voice 
their views on the topic. 
"The speak-out allowed for a 
great discussion on important is-
sues," said Cranley. "l don't think 
we can satisfy people with an an· 
swer on how Catholic John Car· 
roll is, but this discussion helped 
people get a better idea on where 
others stand." 
Some m attendance said they 
found the topics discussed a bit 
narrow and petty. 
"I was a little offended that so 
many people assumed that Christ 
is only seen in people's dress," said 
Rev. jack Dister, SJ., assistant for 
university mission. "The issues 
dealing with how Catholic John 
Carroll is are much bigger than 
thatandshould have been brought 
up." 
No other speak-out is pian ned, 
but Cranley said the SU hopes to 
sponsor. 
Workshop held to encourage learning 
Joe Wholley 
Assistant News Editor 
The Annual August Faculty 
Workshop held on August 25 fo-
cused on teaching thejCU faculty 
the value of cooperative learning, 
said Mark Diffenderfer, professor 
of sociology and co-organizer of 
the workshop. 
"The goal of this year's work-
shop was to increase faculty's 
awareness of the concept of coop-
erative learning and how to incor-
porate it into classes," said 
Diffenderfer. 
The cooperative learning work-
shop was taught by Karl A. Smith, 
associate professor in the depart-
ment of civil engineering at the 
University of Minnesota. Smith 
has also written the book How to 
Model It which teaches coopera-
tive learning techniques. 
Cooperative learning, accord-
ing to Smith, cal1s for active stu-
dent involvement in the class-
room. One of the aims of active 
student involvement is cutting 
down on lectures and encourag-
ing students to work together to 
solve a problem and then to share 
the solutions with each other. 
"Cooperative learning has stu-
COURT 
continued from page 1 
the alleged offender. A copy ofthe 
order was issued to the plantiff, 
the defendant, and the UHPD. If 
Lechner violates the ASPO, the 
court may issue another order 
with modifications and charge 
him with a fourth degree misde-
meanor. 
Lechner attempted to chal· 
lenge the order by claiming it is 
"an infringement upon my right 
of free travel." 
Montgomery advised Amy to 
report to UHPD immediately if 
Lechner breaks the order. · 
Lechner did not have to appear 
in court to receive the ASPO be-
cause it could have been issued as 
an ex parte order meaning that 
the order can be issued even if the 
alleged offender is not present, as 
stated in the Ohio Revised Code. 
"We like to have the defendant 
present so we can hand deliver a 
copy of the order," said Rohal. 
Rohal said having the defen-
dant present to receive the order 
prevents the defendant from hav-
inganyquestionsabout its perim-
eters. The case is set to go to trial 
on Tuesday, Oct 24. Rohal said 
that Amy's roommate and neigh · 
bor will be subiXJenaed to testify. 
dents working together in a group 
in order to solve often complex 
problems," said Diffenderfer. "The 
group in a cooperative learning 
classroom pools its knowledge to 
solve the problem." 
The August Cooperative Fac-
ulty Workshop, attended by 150 
faculty members, was a follow-up 
workshop highlighting segments 
of a similar smaller four day pro· 
gram held in the spring. 
"Professors got a basic under-
standing of a different approach 
to teaching from this workshop," 
said Dean Birch, professor of po-
litical science and co-organizer of 
the workshop. "The workshop gave 
faculty a sense of what it means 
for studentS to engage in active 
learning. It gave us an idea as to 
the degree to which cooperative 
learning can be used in conjunc· 
tion with other teaching methods." 
Smith told faculty members 
that students will actually retain 
more through cooperative learn-
ing than through listening to alec-
ture. 
"Cooperative learning allows 
students to retain 80 percent of 
the classroom material while stu-
dents retain only 20 percent of 
"We take a very proactive hand 
on these types of cases,"Rohalsaid. 
"The last thing I want is anything 
the information taught from alec-
ture," said Birch. 
Although it is tooearlyfor stu· 
dent reaction to the new teaching 
styles being slowly introduced 
into the classroom, the workshop 
is already being called a success 
by professors. 
"Evaluations of the workshop 
have been overwhelmingly posi-
tive," said Diffenderfer. 
jeffrey johansen, professor of 
biology, said the workshop was run 
like a cooperative learning class-
room. 
"Smith taught faculty by run-
ning the workshop like a coopera-
tive learning project," he said. 
Many faculty members said 
they gained new insightS imo th e 
cooperative learning form of edu-
cation. 
"The workshop was enlighten-
ing,• said Andreas Sobisch, pro-
fessorof political science. "It gave 
me some very good information 
on how students learn best, what 
contributes to positive learning, 
and what does not help." 
There have been several follow-
up workshops since the August 
Workshop and there will be sev-
eral more in the future, said Birch. 
to happen to any JCU students." 
Amy was unavailable for com-
ment at the time of press. 
A NEW CARROU BAR WITH A TWIST_ 
WHO: SPONSORED BY GREEK COUNCIL UD STUDENT ACTIVITIES 
WHAT: FRUITY, FUll, AIID FRESH DRIIIIS lADE BY BREEil 
OR&AIIIZATIOIIS 
CAST YOUR VOTE FOR THE WIIIIIERIII 
WHEII: WEDNESDAY. OCTOBER 25, 4:30 - ?? 
WIERE: ATIIUI 
ENJOY DRINKS, MUSIC, DART TOURNAMENTS, AIR 
HOCKEY, PRIZES, UD MOREl! I 
3 
The 1995 JCU Deloitte and Touche Accouming Challenge 
Team placed first in a Youngstown State University competi-
tion on Oct. 6. The team finished first among five other 
universities mcluding Kent State University, the Umversity of 
Akron, and Case Western Reserve University. Team members 
were Student Coordmator Kenneth Klubnik, Mtchelle 
Krzanowski,JoAnna Maiorano, Stephanie May, Theresa 
McLaughm, Paul Nungester,Jennifer O'Brien,jeffrey 
Sesplankis, Scott Varholak, and Marty Butler, alternate. 
joe Kury resigned as off -campus senator at last week's 
Student Umon meeting Class officers are currently seeking 
someone w[jll the vacant position. Forfunher information, 
contact Aaron Marinelli m the SU office. 
"Challengmg Careers 1n Law Enforcement," a program whtch 
is part of the Roulston Series on Leadership and Achievement, 
will take place today at 5:30p.m. in the Jardine Room. 
Addressing the topic will be Col. Warren Davies of the Oh1o 
Highway Patrol and Thomas F. Jones, spec tal agent in charge 
of Cleveland's Federal Bureau of Investigation It is free and 
open to the public. 
"When I Was a Puerto Rican," a program by Esmeralda 
Santiago, wtll take place tonight at 7:30p.m. m the DJ. 
Lombardo Student Center Conference Room. "When I Was 
Puerto Rican" is an autobwgraphical accoum of Santiago's 
childhood in Puerto Rico, her family's move to New York, and 
her struggle With her culrurat identity. It is free and open to 
the public. 
The Family Transitional Housing Well ness Workshop will 
take place Oct. 28. It is a senes of s1x mini-workshops 
designed around aspects of well ness and geared toward 
m othcrs a ru.lchi\d rc n•n fam1ly \r.\nsltlona\ hou~mg 1 he 
mothers will attend six 45-minute sessions that will help 
them with bas1c aspects of wellness, such as nutrition and 
feeding their famil1es on a limited budget More han 100 
children will partictpate m vanous activ tties while their 
mothers attend these workshops. Group and activities 
counselors are needed to d1rect the mothers and children 
throughout the day. For further information, contact Heather 
Tucker at 397-4441. 
WELCOME PARENTS 
ENJOY YOUR VISIT 
Hel Grasselli Stay 
Beautiful 
In an effort to moi.nto1n 
the beauty of the expondi ng 
Gras sell i L i.brary and the Breen 
Lea r ning Center, we ask all 
students to cooperate by 
limiting consumption of food 
and dri.nk to the Student Lounge, 
the Reading Gorden ot1 the Study 
Room opposite the Student 
Lounge. Coffee/pop spills 
destroy carpets. Beverages ond 
snacks are ovollable 1n tfle 
Student Lounge. 
2 
359 out of the 1070 students in the freslman class voted 
for their frestman class officers this week, said Tim 
Brainard, elections committee chairperson. 
But, this is a positive number since elections were in the 
middle of Fall Break, he said. 
Freshman Primary Election Results 
President 
Patrick V. Meyer, Tori Seethaler 
Vice President 
Sarah Marinelli, Rochelle Nowinski 
Secretary 
Ryan Daly, Dee Dee Schultz 
On campus senators 
Tommy Bryan, Rick Caraf agna 
Ed Klein, Stephen Latkovic 
]CUs infirmary offers flu 
vaccinations to students 
Lynn Sabol 
Staff Reporter 
As the cold weather starts to 
hit, john Carroll University's 
Health Services is armed and 
ready to battle cases of influenza 
by offering flu shots toallstuden ts, 
facultyandstafffrom0ctober23-
27. 
The cost of each vaccination is 
$5. They will be administered 
from 9:30-10:30 a.m., Monday 
through Friday in the Health Ser· 
vices, lo-
cated in 
"Flu" is an acute respiratory dis-
ease caused by an influenza virus. 
The symptoms include headache, 
fever, weakness and sore throat, 
said McHale. 
"This is no longer a disease for 
old people or people with chronic 
diseases," McHale said. "We're 
finding out howimportantit is for 
young, healthy people to get this 
vaccine too." 
For "old people," getting the flu 
can mean missing a few days of 
work, she said. 
Murphy 
Hall. 
"This is a 
convenient 
service; said 
R o s e 
McHale, R.N. 
"It is right 
hereon cam-
"This Is no longer 
a disease for old 
people or people 
with chronic 
But college stu-
dents are more sus-
ceptible and more 
likely to be infected 
for a longer period 
of time. 
Living on a col-
lege cam pus makes 
this highly infec-
tiousdiseaseeasyto 
be passed around, 
and it can put stu-
pus. It is safe, diseases., 
cheap and 
definitely 
worth the 
time it takes 
to get it." 
Rose McHale dents out of com· 
------------ mission for up to 
two weeks, said 
The total process takes about 
20 minutes, said McHale. This in-
cludes signing a waiver, receiving 
the vaccination, and waiting 15 
minutes for the nurses and the 
physician to observe any reac-
tions. 
McHale noted that during the 
heaviest flu outbreak last year, the 
Health Services treated 30-50 pa-
tients per day. 
"Last year our survey showed 
that the students wanted thtsser-
vice,• said McHale. "Now that we 
have it we hope that Stl.ldents and 
faculty will take advantage of it." 
Robert Herman, a doctor in the 
infirmary. 
"On this campus, it is pretty 
important to get a flu shot." said 
Herman. "Living together in the 
dormsandsharingthesame,small 
places rna kes us more likely to get 
the flu epidemic." 
The number one precaution-
ary measure a pers6n can take to 
avoid being bed-ridden with the 
flu is to get this vaccination, said 
McHale. However, proper rest and 
good nutrition also play a key role 
in staying healthy, she said. 
For more information, contact 
the infirmary at 397-4349. 
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Carillon suffers staff loss 
Yearbook staff lacks upperclassmen support 
Joe Wholle 
Assistant News Editor 
This year's Carillon staff has 
had a rocky start apparently due 
to problems stemming from last 
year's yearbook and the of a lack of 
participation and interest from 
upperclassmen. 
There are many new faces on 
this year's Carillon staff with Paul 
Prokop as the new moderator and 
four new co-editors, the majority 
being freshmen . 
"Instead of making one editor· 
in-chief, Paul has made four co-
editors," said Casey Yandek, Car-
illon business editor. "I think this 
was a good idea considering al-
most all of us are new to the year-
book staff." 
Most of the Carillon staff mem-
bers are freshmen and this inex-
perience has not made the disar-
ray left by last year's yearbook staff 
any easier toorganize,said Yandek. 
"When we started this year, ev-
erythingwasa mess,"Yandeksaid. 
"Being new, we didn't know what 
we had. We had toclean things up, 
and we still aren't sure of what we 
have." 
Yandek also believes that the 
Carillon's lack of equipment is a 
contributing factor to the lack of 
upperclassmen support, he said. 
"The equipment we have is a far 
cry from what we need," said 
Yandek. "Many potential mem-
bers were on a yearbook staff in 
highschool that had access to sev-
eral computers and cameras. We 
only have one computer and one 
camera." 
Carillon staff members ex-
pressed a yearning for more and 
newer equipment but doubt that 
they can afford it. 
Last year's yearbook staff left 
several bills unpaid because of 
overspending. This means that a 
portion of this year's Carillon 
funding will have to go towards 
paying last year 's bills. 
"We have a lot of unpaid bills 
we have to take care of with this 
year's yearbook money,"saidjackie 
Root, Cari lion copy editor. "They 
ran up the bills last year, and we 
have to pay for what they didn't 
pay for." 
This year's Carillon staff has 
a 1so suffered from a lack of upper-
classmenexperienceandsupport. 
However, Prokop said he is not 
bothered by the lack of upper· 
classmen staff members. 
"We would love to have more 
upperclassmen but they are not a 
necessary element," said Prokop. 
"Talent is more important than 
school year, and we have a talented 
staff." 
Several Cari llonstaff members 
believe that anger with last year's 
censorship of the yearbook has 
discouraged upperclassmen par-
ticipation. 
The 1993-1994Cari!lon was the 
object of controversy after W.D. 
Bookwalter, assistant to the presi-
dent, censored a portion of these-
nior quote section of the yearbook 
because he found several quotes to 
be inappropriate. He censored this 
section against the wishes of the 
Carillon editor-in-chief. These 
censorships we reconsidered a vio-
lation of the rights guaranteed to 
John Carroll publications in the 
Student Handbook The decisiOn 
to censor this publication angered 
many. 
"No one from last year's year-
book wants to have anything to do 
with the Carillon," said Yandek 
Root agreed. 
"We are taking the slack for 
what happened with that year-
book," said Root. 
Prokopdoes not believe censor-
ship will be an issue with this 
year's Carillon. 
"Censorship should not be a 
problem with this year's year-
book," said Prokop. "The censor is 
no longer in a position to censor 
and the Carillon now has a new 
advisor and staff 
JCU promotes Alcohol Awareness 
Carolyn Sprague 
Staff Reporter 
John Carroll University Alco-
hol Awareness Week 1995 is tak-
ing a positive, proactive approach 
in making everyone aware of the 
many different ways alcohol can 
affect one's life, said Lisa Heckman, 
director of student activities. 
"In the past, Alcohol Awareness 
Week was perceived as being 
preachy," said Alcohol Awareness 
Week Coordinator, Mary Jude 
Detesco. "People don't want to be 
told what to do." 
This year's program is designed 
not to preach but rather to pro-
vide alternatives to the college 
drinking scene, said Detesco. 
"We are trying to increase 
awareness and help people realize 
Ehat, even though a lot of college 
social activities involve alcohol, 
there are alternatives." said 
Detesco. "There are a lot of people 
whose lives have been affected by 
alcohol, and we must recognize 
that." 
For this reason, it is important 
that all students feel as though 
they are a part of Alcohol Aware-
ness Week, said Heckman. "lt is 
important that we include stu-
dents in all aspects of the univer-
sity," she said. 
Various sponsors of Alcohol 
Awareness Week, including Stu· 
dent Activities, University Coun-
seling Wellness and Health Ser-
vices, Residence Hall Association 
(RHA) and Greek Council, have 
combined to conduct scheduled 
activities throughout the week 
that will acknowledge various al-
cohol -related issues. 
"There are a lot of issues that 
need to beaddressedduringAlco-
hol Awareness Week," said 
Detesco. "The issues are being rec-
ognized by the many activities 
planned during the week." 
The week will begin on Mon-
day, Oct. 23, with a speech given 
by jim Joyner, a representative 
from a local a lcoholservice agency. 
Tuesday's activities include a 
presentation by two college stu-
dents, immediately followed by a 
luminarias service around the 
quad. 
"The luminarias service, orga-
nized by RHA, will use candles to 
show the ways in which members 
of the Carroll community have 
been affected by alcohol." said 
Dete5co. 
Studenrs, faculty and staff can 
dedicate any number of candles 
tothemselvesortoanyonein their 
lives struggling with or overcom-
ing an alcohol problem, or to any-
one who has lost someone due to 
alcohol abuse. 
"We want people to feel com-
fortable in dedicating a candle," 
said Detesco. 
On Wednesday, at 4:30, the 
atrium will be transformed into a 
"Smart Bar." All Greek organiza-
tions will be competing against 
each other in a non-alcoholic 
drink contest. 
The weekend will begin with 
trips to the haunted house at 
Thorn Acres on Friday and Satur-
day: Transportation will be pro-
vided. 
Alcohol Awareness Week con-
cludes with a party on Sunday. 
John Ropar, coordinator of 
Counseling Wellness and Health 
Services is committed to encour-
agingstudents to sign up to pledge 
to be alcohol-free during Alcohol 
Awareness Week. 
"Alcohol is so much a part of 
the lifestyle at John Carroll, and 
people think they have no choices." 
said Ropar. "Butthere are choices, 
and I hope that Alcohol Aware-
ness Week will make students 
aware of the other options." 
According to Ropar, 95 percent 
of violent crime on campus, 90 
percentofcampusrape,35-70per-
cent of engagement in sexual ac-
tivity, 40 percent of academic 
problems, and 25 percent of drop-
outs are the result of alcohol. 
What is an alcoholic? 
Alcoholism is defined in Merriam Webster's Collegiate Dictio-
nary as "continuedexcessiveorcompulsive use of alcoholic drinks" 
or"a complex chronic psychological and nutritional disorder asso-
ciated with excessive and unusual compulsive drinking." 
Alcoholism is defined by somejCU students as ... 
"Chronic intoxication from alcohol"- Shannon O'Malley, junior. 
"Consistently drinkingjust to get drunk" -Maureen Shaughnessy, 
junior. 
"When alcohol interferes with life and changes the way you live• 
-Jennifer Marcy, sophomore. 
"A rna jor problem, sickness due to alcohol dependency"- Victor 
Emogoglia, freshman. 
"Someone who drinks excessively in order to get drunk"- Vicki 
Spencer, junior. 
"A constant desire to drink"- Jamie Flannick,junior. 
"When alcohol becomes the number one priority in your life"-
Tim Witt, sophomore. 
"When drinking is not just social, it is wget drunk"- Greg Rosko, 
freshman. 
Carolyn Sprague, staff reporter; collected these responses. 
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JCU's Catholicism questioned 
Letter to the editor sparks student speak out 
Joe Wholley 
Assistant News Editor 
The Student Union Issues Com-
mittee and the Carroll News held 
a speak-out on Oct. 5 dealing with 
the question, "Is john Carroll a 
Catholic university?" The goal of 
the speak-out was to allow stu-
dents to express opinions dealing 
with the Catholic nature of JCU, 
saidjohn Cranley, president of the 
Student Union. 
The speak-out was inspired by 
a letter published in the Forum 
section of the Sept. 21 issue of the 
Carroll News. The letter, written 
by Joseph Kury II, addressed the 
fact that few priests wear their 
collars and no nuns wear their 
habits on campus. The lener also 
addressed faculty members' criti-
cism of the Catholic church in 
their classrooms. 
The speak-out dealt with 
Kury's letter and the Catholic na-
ture of jCU, its students and fac-
ulty. The format allowed for open 
discussion and for the sharing of 
opinions ranging from the strict-
ness of religion classes to the place-
ment of the tabernacle in St. 
Francis Chapel. Reaction to the 
speak-out was generally positive. 
"Thespeak-outwasa very good 
meeting with a healthy exchange 
of ideas," said junior Dan Bizja. "I 
think people touched on a wide 
variety of important topics." 
Although the speak-outdid not 
have the goal of answering the 
question, "How Catholic is john 
Carroll," itdidallow students vmce 
their views on the topic. 
"The speak-out allowed for a 
great discussion on important is-
sues," said Cranley. "!don't think 
we can satisfy people with an an-
swer on how Catholic john Car-
roll is, but this discussion helped 
people get a better idea on where 
others stand." 
Some m attendance said they 
found the topics discussed a blt 
narrow and petty. 
"I was a little offended that so 
many people assumed that Christ 
is only seen in people'sdress," said 
Rev: jack Dister, Sj., assistant for 
university mission. "The issues 
dealing with how Catholic john 
Carroll is are much bigger than 
that and should have been brought 
up." 
Nootherspeak-out is planned, 
but Cranley said the SU hopes to 
sponsor. 
Workshop held to encourage learning 
Joe Wholley 
Assistant News Editor 
The Annual August Faculty 
Workshop held on August 25 fo-
cused on teaching theJCUfaculty 
the value of cooperative learning, 
said Mark Diffenderfer, professor 
of sociology and co-orgamzer of 
the workshop. 
"The goal of this year's work-
shop was to increase faculty's 
awareness of the concept of coop-
erative learning and how to incor-
porate it into classes," said 
Diffenderfer. 
The cooperative learning work-
shop was taught by Karl A. Smith, 
associate professor in the depart-
ment of civil engineering at the 
University of Minnesota. Smith 
has also written the book How to 
Model It which teaches coopera-
tive learning techniques. 
Cooperative learning, accord-
ing to Smith, calls for active stu-
dent involvement in the class-
room. One of the aims of active 
student involvement is cutting 
down on lectures and encourag-
ing students to work together to 
solve a problem and then to share 
the solutions with each other. 
"Cooperative learning has stu· 
COURT 
continued from page 1 
the alleged offender. A copy of the 
order was issued to the plantiff. 
the defendant, and the UHPD. If 
Lechner violates the ASPO, the 
court may issue another order 
with modifications and charge 
him with a fourth degree misde-
meanor. 
Lechner attempted to chal-
lenge the order by claiming it is 
"an infringement upon my right 
of free traveL" 
Montgomery advised Amy to 
report to UHPD immediately if 
Lechner breaks the order. · 
Lechner did not have to appear 
in court to receive the ASPO be-
cause it could have been issued as 
an ex parte order meaning that 
the order can be issued even if the 
alleged offender is not present, as 
stated in the Ohio Revised Code. 
"We like to have the defendant 
present so we can hand deliver a 
copy of the order," said Rohal. 
Rohal said having the defen-
dant present to receive the order 
prevents the defendant from hav-
inganyquestionsabout its perim-
eters. The case is set to go to trial 
on Tuesday, Oct. 24. Rohal said 
that Amy's roommate and neigh-
bor will be subpoenaed to testify. 
dents working together in a group 
in order to solve often complex 
problems," said Diffenderfer. "The 
group in a cooperative learning 
classroom pools its knowledge to 
solve the problem." 
The August Cooperative Fac-
ulty Workshop, attended by 150 
faculty members, was a follow-up 
workshop highlighting segments 
of a similar smallerfour day pro-
gram held in the spring. 
"Professors got a basic under· 
standing of a different approach 
to teaching from this workshop," 
said Dean Birch, professor of po-
litical science and co-organizer of 
the workshop. "The workshop gave 
faculty a sense of what it means 
[or students to engage in active 
learning. lt gave us an idea as to 
the degree to which cooperative 
learning can be used in conjunc-
tion with other teaching methods." 
Smith told faculty members 
that students will actually retain 
more through cooperative learn-
ing than through listening to alec-
ture. 
"Cooperative learning allows 
students to retain 80 percent of 
the classroom material while stu-
dents retain only 20 percent of 
"We take a very proactive hand 
on these types of cases," Rohal said. 
"The last thing I want is anything 
the information taught from alec-
ture," said Birch. 
Although it is too early for stu-
dent reaction to the new teaching 
styles being slowl y introduced 
into the classroom, the workshop 
is already being ca lled a success 
by professors. 
"Evaluations of the workshop 
have been overwhelmingly posi-
tive," said Diffenderfer. 
Jeffrey johansen, professor of 
biology, said the workshop was run 
like a cooperative learning class-
room. 
"Smith taught faculty by run-
ning the workshop like a coopera-
tive learning project," he said. 
Many faculty members said 
they gained new insights into the 
cooperative learning form of edu-
cation. 
"The workshop was enlighten-
ing." said Andreas Sobisch, pro-
fessorof political science. "It gave 
me some very good information 
on how students learn best, what 
contributes to positive learning, 
and what does not help." 
There have been several follow-
up workshops since the August 
Workshop and there will be sev-
eral more in the future, said Birch. 
to happen to any JCU students." 
Amy was unavailable for com-
ment at the time of press. 
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The 1995 JCU Deloittc and Touche Accounting Challenge 
Team placed first in a Youngstown State University competi-
tion on Oct. 6. The team finished first among five other 
universities including Kent State University, the University of 
Akron, and Case Western Reserve University. Team mem hers 
were Student Coordinator Kenneth Klubnik, M1chelle 
Krzanowski.]oAnna Matorano, Stepha me May, Theresa 
McLaughm, Paul Nungester,jennifer O'Brien,Jeffrey 
Sesplankis, Scott Varholak, and Many Butler, alternate. 
joe Kury resigned as off -campus senator at last week's 
Student Union meeting Class officers are currently seeking 
someone to fill the vacam position. For further information, 
contact Aaron Marinelli m the SU office. 
"Challenging Careers in Law Enforcement," a program wh1ch 
is part of the Roulston Series on Leadership and Achievement, 
wi II take place today ar 5:30 p.m. in the Jardine Room. 
Addressing the topic will be Col. Warren Davies of the Ohio 
Highway Patrol and Thomas FJones,special agent in charge 
of Cleveland's Federal Bureau of Investigation It is free and 
open to the public. 
"When I Was a Puc n o Rican," a program by Esmeralda 
Santiago, will take place tonight at 7:30pm. m the DJ. 
Lombardo Student Center Conference Room. "When I Was 
Puerto Rican" is an autobiOgraphical account of Santiago's 
childhood in Puerto Rico, her family's move to New York, and 
her struggle with her cultural identity. It is free and open to 
the public. 
The Family Transitional Housing Well ness Workshop will 
take place Oct. 28. lt is a series of stx mini-workshops 
designed around aspects of well ness and geared toward 
mothcrs .nt<lLhi\d,en in fa tmly tran:>ttlOnJ.I hou~t ng \he 
mothers will attend SlX 45-minute se sions that ill h lp 
them with basic aspects of well ness, such as nutrlrlon and 
feeding their families on a limited budge . More than 100 
children will participate m vanous activities while their 
mothers attend these workshops. Group and activities 
counselors are needed to direct the mothers and children 
throughout the day. For further information, contact Heather 
Tucker at 397-4441. 
WELCOME PARENTS 
ENJOY YOlll VISIT 
Hcl Grasselli Stgy 
Beautiful 
In an effort to maintain 
the beauty of the expanding 
Grasse11 i L i.brary and the Breen 
Learning Center, we ask all 
students to cooperate by 
li.mi.ti.ng consumption of food 
and dri. nk to the Student Lounge, 
the Reading Garden or the Study 
Room opposite the Student 
Lounge. Coffee / pop spills 
destroy cat~pets. Beveroqes cmd 
snacks at1 e aval l abl e i.n the 
Student Lounge. 
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NATO may be leaderless if the Secretary General, Willy 
Claes,resigns. He has been accused by a Belgian parliamentary 
commission of a burgeoning arms corruption scandal. Claes 
has served less than a year in the ofhce. He defended himself for 
six hours in from of former colleagues in an all-party Belgian 
parHamentary commission. The Parliament votes today to lift 
Claes' immunity. Claes has defended his innocence agamst the 
charges that his Socialist party took $1.72 million in kickbacks 
from an Italian aircraft manufaC[urer when he was Economic 
Affairs Minister of Belgium in 1988. 
Former Italian Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi will 
stand trial on charges of corruption. judge Fabio Paparella de-
cided 1 here was sufficiemevidence to try Berlusconi in january. 
Berlusconi released a statement that the prosecutors manufac-
tured the case against him. Berlusconi took office in March 1994 
after promising political stability and a clean government. lie 
has repeatedly claimed that he had no knowledge of $237,000 in 
bribes rhat were paid to tax inspectors in return for favorable 
audits. 
JamesW. Lewis was released from Federal prison on Friday 
after serving more rhanl2 years. He served his term for attempt-
ing ro extort money from Tylenol Lewis was sentenced to 10 
years in prison for sending a letter to johnson &:c Johnson, the 
parent company of Tylenol. Lewis, the prime suspect in the 1982 
cyanide tainted Tylenol case, demanded $1 million to "stop the 
killing•andellegedlycaused the death of seven people from the 
Chicago area after they injested cyanide laced Extra-Strength 
Tylenol.. 
A man and a woman were seriously injured early Sunday 
morning in rural Parkman Township in Geauga County in a 
suspected drug deal gone bad. Sheriff's officials suspect the 
shootings may have been the result of a drug deal due to the 
excess cash found at their home. The pair has been identified as 
john Byler, 49 and Melissa Kurtzman, 25. The shooting sur-
prised the quiet neighborhood of predominantly Amish fami-
lies. 
Sundayforarecord-tymgsixth time. Thisdelaywasduetothick, 
lowcloudsthatshowed no sign of movemenr. The next attempt 
is expected today at the earliest Commander Kenneth Bowersox 
and his crew waited over five hours for the clouds to clear: 
Columbia is NAS.A:s oldest shuttle. The mission is now three 
weeks late. This most recent delay will back up NASA's flight 
schedule for the rest of the year including the launch of Atlantis 
on Nov.l intended for the Russian space station Mir. 
The 1995 Nobel Prize for Peace was awarded to British 
physicist joseph Rot blat. Rot blat, 86, has worked in a group to 
hilpeliminate nuclear weapons. The group, called the Pugwash 
Conferences of Science and World Affairs helped eliminate the 
use of nuclear weapons in international politics. 
World Briefs were compiled by An nit: Collopy,asst.Inr. News& 
Business editor with thf aid of wire sources. 
THURSDAY ·· College 1.0 Nite ~ 
Your College I D could win yov T·Shlrts. CD"s and morel!! 
Dance a\\ nile with OJ DAVE 18 fJ OVER 
fRIDAY -· End of the World Donee Party ! 
99C Hoppy Hour 4 :00 Till 9:00PH 
Relro Dance 10:00 Till 2:00AH 
SATURDAY·· PIETAST£RS 
18 £rOVER 10PH SHOW PRES SUR£ DROP 
MONDAY·· MONDAY NIGHTfDOTBAL.l.. 
OBI on NTN· Yov cotllhe ptous. Free Hot Dogs 
TUESDAY -· POOL TOURNAMENT 
$100 Cosh Prize. No entry fee. $1.00 Big Houths 
WEDNESDAY·· LADIES NIT£ 
First 3 drlrks free for lhe Ladles 
compUments of OJ DAVE 
Ho Cover Monday thru Friday 
99C Happy Hour Monday Thru Friday 
4:00 til 9:00PM 
Message fails Million Man March 
Farrakhan distorts good will of Washington D.C. march 
Gina M. Girardot 
Int. News & Business Editor 
History was made in Wash-
ington D.C. on Monday, when 
black men from across A menca 
rallied for a day of "atonement 
and reconciliation". 
The Million Man March was a 
Commentary 
call to the men of the black com-
munity to take responsibility for 
their families, clean up cities, get 
kids off drugs and fight the wel-
fare cycle's plague of unemploy-
ment. lts purpose was to inspire 
participants to act. 
It seems that this demonstra-
tion represents all that is wrong 
with America today. The United 
States is called an ethnic melting 
pot fora reason. Inadiversecoun-
try, it is inevitable that many dif-
ferent viewpoints and issues 
should arise, but how these dis-
crepancies are dealt with is where 
the problem originates. 
All of these groups with spe-
cific initiatives areactually accen-
tuating the gaps between races 
a nd minorit ies. Each group is 
caught up in evaluating its effect 
on society and howitscause is the 
'better' cause: they don't see the 
damaging repercussions. 
As a result, the plea for basic 
human rights is lost. 
There are too many people 
willing to exploit a cause for per-
sonal gain. 
One example is Louis 
Farrakhan the controversial Na-
tion of Islam leader who was the 
demonstration's originator. A 
black supremacist, his call to 
unite the black men of America 
falls on the deaf ears of people 
who are not involved in or invited 
to support the march,specificall y 
women and other minorities. 
He is a fascist, who supports 
anti-sem itism and is anti-Catho-
lic. He called black men not sup-
porting the march "self righteous 
fools." This closed-minded atti-
tude hinders race relations- with-
out a willingness to listen race 
relations in this country will con-
tinue to exist in stalemate. 
Can he expect support when, 
hypocritically, he is as racist as 
whites allegedly are? 
No one will argue that the call 
to black men for self reliance and 
responsibility is indeed a positive 
one. But why can't that call ex-
tend to all Americans: black, 
white, men, and women? 
Women were asked to stay at 
home from work or school and 
avoid spending money to show 
black power. Isn 't this movement 
about empowerment , not about 
power? Power domination is the 
core of racial problems, regard-
less of the dominant party. 
just as domestic violence is not 
a women's issue, and affirmative 
action is not a white man's issue, 
fighting the welfare cycle is more 
than a racial issue. It is a social 
problem that through positive 
steps can be improved. 
If people would step back from 
all of the individual issues that 
born bard today's society and look 
at the big picture they would find 
that thedifferences are obliterated 
by the common goal of all: to be 
given an equal chance for respect 
and understanding. 
Low fat industry capitilizes on misconception 
Annie Collopy 
Asst. Int. News & Business Editor 
Do you find yourself eating an 
entire box of Snackwell's Devil's 
Food Cake cookies thinking you 
can have one more just because 
they are fat free? RJR Nabisco 
hopes that is exactly what you are 
doing thus continuing the boom-
ing trend of eating lots of fat free 
foods simply because it is fat free. 
Majorfoodcompaniesnowspe-
News Analysis 
cifically tailor a greaterpercentof 
their products to the low and fat 
free markets. 
Pepsico recently invested mil-
lions of dollars in marketing its 
new Border Light tacos for the Taco 
Bell chain. The company spent $75 
million dollars to introduce the 
new product with expectations of 
it topping the billion dollar sales 
mark by january of 1996. How-
ever, the Border Light Mexican 
menu has on I y generated a disa p-
pointing $675 million dollars, far 
from projected sales. 
This indicates that the general 
public seems to be demanding 
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new fat free and light products, 
yet still responds weakly when 
the product does not match the 
taste of the "real thing." 
Unfortunately, this is thegrow-
ingtrend. America's waistline has 
not grown smaller because of this 
low fat boom, but its girth has 
continued to grow as people fool 
themselves into eating more and 
more fat free foods. 
Fat free and low fa t have be-
come buzzwords on which the 
food industry has capitalized. 
Pepsico's Frito Lay line is invest-
ing $225 million to make low fat 
food products comprise thirty 
percent of its total sales. 
This year alone, Baked Tostitos 
(an alternative to fried Tostitos), 
and Rold Gold Fat-Free Pretzels 
were responsible for fift y percent 
of the volume growth of the com-
pany. Both of those products are 
sold in the Inn Between. 
·As far as snack foods go, pret-
zel sales have probably tripled or 
quadrupled in their popularity,' 
said Dan Yeager, director of 
Marriott food services. 
Are consumers being fooled? 
Yes, these products taste good, but 
doconsumerscompensate forth is 
lack of fat byeatingthewhole bag? 
The low fat food industry is 
profitting on the public's frenzy 
to become healthy by evenjeop-
ardizing their lines of full-fat 
brands. 
For example, RJR Nabisco has 
licensed the rights of the Healthy 
Choice line of foodsfromConagra 
Tuscany Premium Coffees 
Espresso Bar and Cafe 
is now hiring 
for our Chagrin Falls and soon to 
open Eastgate Locations. 
lfvou 've ever wanted to learn the ins and outs of one of America's 
ta . test growing service industries. if you've ever wanted to work flexi-
ble hour around your class schedule with good pay. even if you've 
wanted to learn more" about <'offee in all of its forms, 
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to market frozen dinners. This 
puts Healthy Choice in direct 
competition with Nabisco's own 
Snack well's line. 
Think about the local Super-
market for a moment. There is not 
an isle where some variation on a 
traditional food is not marketed 
as fatfree. 
Even Marriott has succumbed 
to the notion that they must too 
offer their own Lean Streaks line 
in the cafeteria. Is this line really 
helping the average john Carroll 
student to eat more health con-
scious foods? Or, is the student 
who eats a vegetable burger more 
prone to indulge in a huge bowl of 
frozen yogurt, or worse, a double 
scoope of Pierre's. 
"Manystudentschoose healthy 
options, but don't have a healthy 
meal' said Yeager. 
He sees people making some 
healthy choices, but not creat ing 
a well balanced diet by adding 
high fat condoments and cheese 
or not eating enough fruits and 
vegetables. 
Not only is the food industry 
playing upon the public's fear of 
eating fat, but it is fooling people. 
By offering thousands of products 
that advertise low fat content, the 
consumer feels justified in eating 
·more of that product. 
As major food companies like 
Pepsico and RJR Nabiscocominue 
to invest more money in creating 
tasty low fat products the consum-
ers will continue toea<: bu t more 
healthy about it. 
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Road to being on the 
airwaves a fun ride 
WU]C Program Director shares experiences 
Rachel Hayes 
Staff Reporter 
How many of us can actually 
say that we look forward to going 
to work? Not many of us probably, 
but jeff Zukauckas does. 
Zukauckas, program director 
and disc jockey at WU JC, 88.7 FM, 
explains that he has "always had a 
love of music and a love of enter-
taining people." 
munityeventsaregivenat20min-
utes past the hour. 
Zukauckas,a junior from Maple 
Heights, Ohio, has worked at 
WUJC since his sophomore year 
at John Carroll. He began his se-
mester training program to be-
come a disc jockey in the second 
semester of his freshman year. 
This gave him the opportunity to 
experience what it like to be a disc 
jockey by learning how to handle 
the equipment and run the boards. 
Once he reached this point, he got 
his own show. He explains how 
each week he looks forward to do-
ing his show. "It's an obligation 
that I want to do," Zukauckassaid. 
This is conveyed through his 
radio show, the Metal Montage, 
which can be heard every Thurs-
day from 4:30 to 6 p.m. The show 
leatures hard rock and heavy 
metal that spans from classical to 
modern. "It's a very popular show 
for requests and conversation," 
said disc jockey and jeff's brother, 
Brian Zukauckas. This show is 
unique in that it is one of the few 
outlets for this kind of music. 
There are news breaks at the top 
of each hourandcampusandcom-
The program requires atten-
dance once a week to learn about 
the radio station. This 15-week 
program enables students to be-
come familiar with various Fed-
eral Communications Commis-
sion (FCC) rules and regulations. 
At the end of this program, stu-
dentstakeanexamandcutademo 
tape to show what they have 
learned. U successful, they receive 
their FCC license. 
"In addition to the radio show, 
Zukauckas holds one of the three 
key positions at the station (pro-
gram director)," said General Man-
ager David Reese. He takes a great 
deal of time inconstructinga pro-
gram schedule that works for each 
of the disc jockeys. "He's really 
easy to work with and concerned 
about the station," said classic rock 
disc jockey Mauro Coletta. 
Jeff Zuckaucas plans to pursue a career in radio or TV. 
Once Zukauckas received his 
license, he began to apprentice 
with on-air disc jockey, Brian 
Hakes, current station manager .. 
As the program director for 
WUJC, Zukauckas coordinates 
many promotion ideas and ticket 
giveaways to encourage audience 
involvement. He meets with and 
interviews many groups, includ-
ingfamousonessuchasTestamem 
and Warrior Soul. In fact, for a 
promotion he set up with Testa-
ment, he needed to find a place for 
them to meet and he did -hisown 
backyard. 
"I'm definitely looking into a 
future in radio or televtsion ," said 
Zukauckas. He encourages stu-
dents interested in becoming disc 
jockeys to get Ill vol ved because it 
is a rewarding experience. With 
the dedication Zukauckas has 
shown towards the radio station 
and his audience, it 1s not difficult 
to see why he looks forward to 
domg hts show ea h week. 
]CU welcomes parents to campus this weekend 
Abundance of activities available to students and parents throughout the area 
Casey Yandek 
Staff Reporter 
Okay, so your parents are com-
ing to town for john Carroll's an-
nual Parents' Weekend. So, the big 
question is, aside from the slate of 
planned activities, how are you 
going to keep your parents occu-
pied for the entire weekend? 
Based on the fact that Cleve-
land was named the "Place to be in 
1995" by RoHing Stone magazine, 
this task shouldn't prove to be 
much of an obstacle. Whether you 
possess a proclivity fort he Beatles 
or the beach, Monet or the mall, 
the Cleveland area provides a 
wealth of opportunities for every-
one. 
John Carroll students already 
have different plans for their par-
ents this weekend. 
FreshmanjayRestifosaid that, 
"My dad and I will probably head 
to the Browns game." The Browns 
take on the jacksonville Jaguars 
Sunday at 1:00 p.m. at Municipal 
Stadi.um. 
Freshman Melissa Murray 
doesn't have much planned yet for 
her parents. "We'll go out to eat 
somewhere, probably somewhere 
in Little Italy." 
The obvious place to go this 
weekend is the Rock and Roll Hall 
of Fame and Museum, the hottest 
spot on the North Coast. Exhibits 
at the hall ran ge from Bruce 
Springsteen to Jimi Hendrix to 
Aretha Franklin . 
Sporting Goods and The Warner 
Bros. and Disney stores. 
Tower City is especial! y acces-
sible form john Carroll, with the 
Rapid Transit runningfromSouth 
Bel voir direct! y into Tower City. 
Local malls include Beachwood 
Place and Cedar Center Plaza on 
the Cleveland Indians being a pan. 
Shooters, the Odeon and 
Peabody's offer a variety of live 
music. If that doesn't suit your 
fancy,youcanstrollthe boardwalk 
and take in the lights and music of 
the night. 
Other areas of interest in the 
Clewland area ln-
Despite differing 
tastes in music, the 
entire family will be 
able to appreciate 
the history emanat-
Cleveland was named the "Place 
to be in 1995" by Rolling Stone 
cludejacob's Field, 
the Cleveland Mu-
seum of Art and 
Edgewater Park. 
ing from the turn- magazine. 
table-shaped struc- _ _::=------------------
For tours of 
jacob's Field, call 
241-8888 to check 
out the home of the ture located at the 
East 9th Street exit of l-90. Ticket 
prices average around $10.00 and 
the museum is open both Satur-
day and Sunday afternoons. 
U rock and roll isn't your style, 
you can check out the Cleveland 
shopping scene at The Avenue at 
Tower City Center. Located un-
derneath the Terminal Tower on 
Public Square, three levels of mer-
chandise await the shopping en-
thusiast 
Stores at The Avenue vary form 
the Gap and ].Crew to Champs 
Cedar Road, and La Place, located 
on Richmond Road. 
The heartbeat of night life in 
Cleveland is centered in the Flats. 
Restaurants,barsanddanceclubs 
galore offer a full menu of tasty 
choices. 
Restaurants in the Flats include 
Shooters, TGI Friday's, Max and 
Erma's, and The Watermark. Par-
ents and students might want to 
check out the first game of the 
WorldSeriesatoneof these estab-
lishments, with the possibility of 
Cleveland Indians. 
Art connoisseurs can examine 
the extensive collection at the 
Cleveland Museum of Art. The art 
museum is located at University 
Circle and admission is free. 
U you want to spend a quiet 
afternoon in the park, Edgewater 
ParkandBeachisashorthopdown 
the Shoreway, or you can easily 
spend a day in the North Chagrin 
Metroparks at Som Center Road. 
U escaping the cafeteria food is 
in order this weekend, a number 
of outstanding restaurants are lo-
cated m the near vicmity Tradi-
tional eateries include 
Mozzarella'sand The Cooker, both 
located at La Place. Applebee's and 
OutbackSteakhouse line Mayfield 
Road , Moum;un j J.ck 's b aL \ ·17\ 
and Chagnn,and TGI Friday'scan 
be fOund ar Golden Gate Plaza. 
For those with a taste for Ital-
ian food, theOliveGardenand Piz-
zeria Uno stand at I-27land Cha· 
grin, while East Side Mario's is lo-
cated on Mayfield Road. Coffee 
shops in the area include Arabica 
at UniversityCircleand Coffees of 
the World on Cedar Road 
And finally, Mayfield Road will 
lead to Little Italy, where families 
will find some of the finest and 
mostauthenic ltal.ian meals in the 
city. 
Withoutadoubt,thereisplenty 
to do this weekend. From rock 
and roll to the Browns to the art 
museum, then: is something for 
everyone. Taking advantage of the 
various opponunities offered by 
Cleveland will ensure a relaxing 
and enj>yable weekend for both 
parents and students. 
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NATO may be leaderless if the Secretary General, Willy 
Claes, resigns. He has been accused by a Belgian parliamentary 
commission of a burgeoning arms corruption scandaL Claes 
has served less than a year in the office. He defended himself for 
six hours in from of former colleagues in an all-party Belgian 
parliamentary commission The Parliament votes today to lift 
Claes' immunity. Claes has defended his innocence against the 
charges that his Socialist party took $1.72 million in kickbacks 
from an Italian aircraft manufacturer when he was Economic 
Affairs Minister of Belgium in 1988. 
Former Italian Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi will 
stand trial on charges of corruption. Judge Fabio Paparella de-
cided there was sufficient evidence to try Berlusconi in january: 
Berlusconi released a statement that the prosecutors manufac-
tured the case against him. Berlu..c;coni took o[[ice in March 1994 
after promising political stability and a clean government. He 
has repeated I y claimed that he had no knowledge of $237,000 in 
bribes that were paid to tax inspectors in return for favorable 
audits. 
James W.Lewis was released from Federal prison on Friday 
afterservingmorethanl2years. He served his term for attempt-
ing to extort money from Tylenol lewis was sentenced to 10 
years in prison for sending a leuer to johnson &: Johnson, the 
parent company ofTylenol. Lewis, the prime suspect in the 1982 
cyanide tainted Tylenol case, demanded $1 million to "stop the 
kilhng'andellegedlycaused the death of seven people from the 
Chicago area a[ ter they in jested cyanide laced Extra-Strength 
Tylenol 
A man and a woman were seriously injured early Sunday 
morning in rural Parkman Townshtp in Geauga County in a 
suspected drug deal gone bad. Sheriff's officials suspect the 
shootings may have been the result of a drug deal due to the 
excess cash found at their home. The pair has been identified as 
John Byle~ 49 and Melissa Kurtzman, 25. The shooting sur-
prised the quiet neighborhood of predominantly Amish fami-
lies. 
Sunday fora record-tyingsixth time. Thisdelay was due to thick, 
low clouds 1 hat showed no sign of movemenr. The next attempt 
is expected today at the earliest. Commander Kenneth Bowersox 
and his crew waited over five hours for the clouds to clear. 
Columbia is NASA's oldest shuttle. The mission is now three 
weeks late. This most recent delay will back up NASA's flight 
schedule for the rest of the year including the launch of Atlantis 
on Nov.l intended for the Russian space station Mir. 
The 1995 Nobel Prize for Peace was awarded to British 
physicist joseph Rot blat. Rotblat, 86, has worked in a group to 
hllpeliminatenuclear weapons. The group, called the Pugwash 
Conferences of Science and World Affairs helped eliminate the 
use of nuclear weapons in international politics. 
World Briefs were com pi led by Annie Cnllopy,asst.lnt. Nt ws& 
Busintss tdHor with the aid of wire sources. 
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Message fails Million Man March 
Farrakhan distorts good will of Washington D.C. march 
Gina M. Girardot 
Int. News & Business Editor 
History was made in Wash-
ington D.C. on Monday, when 
black men from across America 
rallied for a day of "atonement 
and reconciliation". 
The Million Man March was a 
Commentary 
call to the men of the black com-
munity to take respons1btlity for 
their families, clean up cities, get 
kids off drugs and fight the wel-
fare cycle's plague of unem ploy-
men!. lts purpose was to inspire 
participants to act. 
It seems that th1s demonstra-
tion represents all that is wrong 
with America today: The United 
States is called an ethnic melting 
pot for a reason. In a diverse coun-
try, it is inevitable that many dif-
ferent viewpoints and issues 
should arise, but how these dis-
crepanciesaredealt with is where 
the problem originates. 
A 11 of these groups with spe-
cific initiatives are actually accen-
tuating the gaps between races 
and mmorities. Each group is 
caught up in evaluating its effect 
on society and how its cause is the 
'better' cause; they don't see the 
damaging repercussions. 
As a result, the plea for basic 
human rights is lost. 
There are too many people 
willing to exploit a cause for per-
sonal gain. 
One example is Louis 
Farra khan the controversial Na-
tion of Islam leader who was the 
demonsrration's originator. A 
black supremacist, his call to 
unite the black men of America 
falls on the deaf ears of people 
who are not involved in or invited 
to support the march,specificall y 
women and other minorities. 
He is a fascist, who supports 
anti-semitism and is ami-Catho-
lic. He called black men not sup-
porting the march "self righteous 
fools" This closed-minded atti-
tude hinders race relations- with-
out a willingness to listen race 
relations in thiscoumrywillcon-
tinue to exist in stalemate. 
Can he expect support when, 
hypocritically, he is as racist as 
whites allegedly are? 
No one will argue that the call 
to black men for self reliance and 
responsibility is indeed a positive 
one. But why can't that call ex-
tend to all Americans: black, 
white, men, and women? 
Women were asked to stay at 
home from work or school and 
avoid spending money to show 
black power. Isn't this movement 
about empowerment, not about 
power? Power domination is the 
core of racial problems, regard-
less of the dominant party. 
Just as domestic violence is not 
a women's issue, and affirmative 
action is not a white man's issue, 
fighting the welfare cycle is more 
than a racial issue. It is a social 
problem that through positive 
steps can be improved. 
lf people would step back from 
all of the individual issues that 
bombard today'ssociety and look 
at the big picture they would find 
tha t the differences are obliterated 
by the common goal of all: to be 
given an equal chance for respect 
and understanding. 
Low fat industry capitilizes on misconception 
Annie Collopy 
Asst. Int. News & Business Editor 
Do you find yourself eating an 
entire box of Snackwell's Devil's 
Food Cake cookies thinking you 
can have one more just because 
they are fat free? RJR Nabisco 
hopes that is exactly what you are 
doing thus continuing the boom-
ing trend of eating lots of fat free 
foods simply because it is fat free. 
Majorfoodcompaniesnowspe-
News Analysis 
cifically tailor a greater percent of 
their products to the low and fat 
free markets. 
Pepsico recently invested mil-
lions of dollars in marketing its 
new Border Ugh t tacos for the Taco 
Bell chain. Thecompanyspem$75 
million dollars to introduce the 
new product with expectations of 
it topping the billion dollar sales 
mark by January of 1996. How-
ever, the Border Light Mexican 
menu has only generated a disap-
pointing $675 million dollars, far 
from projected sales. 
This indicates that the general 
public seems to be demanding 
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new fat free and light products, 
yet still responds weakly when 
the product does not match the 
taste of the "real thin g." 
Unfortunately, this is the grow-
ing trend. America's waistline has 
not grown smaller because of this 
low fat boom, but its girth has 
continued to grow as people fool 
themselves into eating more and 
more fat free foods. 
Fat free and low fat have be-
come buzzwords on which the 
food industry has capitalized. 
Pepsico's Frito Lay line is invest-
ing $225 million to make low fat 
food products comprise thirty 
percent of its total sales. 
This year alone, Baked Tostitos 
(an alternative to fried Tostitos), 
and Rold Gold Fat-Free Pretzels 
were responsible for fifty percent 
of the volume growth of the com-
pany. Both of those products are 
sold in the Inn Between. 
'As far as snack foods go, pret-
zel sales have probably tripledor 
quadrupled in their popularity,' 
said Dan Yeager, director of 
Marriott food services. 
Are consumers being fooled7 
Yes, these products taste good, but 
do consumers compensate forth is 
lack of fat byeatingthewhole bag7 
The low fat food industry is 
profiuing on the public's frenzy 
to become healthy by even jeop-
ardizing their lines of full-fat 
brands. 
For example, RJR Nabisco has 
licensed the rights of the Healthy 
Choice line of foodsfromConagra 
p Tuscany Premium Coffees 
.~ · Espresso Bar and Cafe 
is now hiring 
for our Cllagri11 Falls and soon to 
open Eastgate Locations. 
If you've e~er wanted to learn the ins and outs of one of America's 
fa~te 1 growing ervice industrie . if you've ever wanted to work flexi-
ble hour around your class schedule with good pay, even if you 've 
wanted to learn more about coffee in all of its forms, 
NOW IS l'OUN C 'HAN( 'f'' ' 
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to market frozen dinners. This 
puts Healthy Choice in direct 
competition with Nabisco's own 
Snack well's line. 
Think about the local Super-
market for a moment. There is not 
an isle where some variation on a 
traditional food is not marketed 
as fat free. 
Even Marriott has succumbed 
to the notion that they must too 
offer their own Lean Streaks line 
in the cafeteria. Is this line really 
helping the average John Carroll 
student to eat more health con-
scious foods? Or, is the student 
who eats a vegetable burger more 
pronetoindulgeina huge bowl of 
frozen yogurt, or worse, a double 
scoope of Pierre's. 
'Many studentschoose healthy 
options, but don't have a healthy 
meal" said Yeager. 
He sees people making some 
healthy choices, but not creating 
a well balanced diet by adding 
high fat condoments and cheese 
or not eating enough fruits and 
vegetables. 
Not only is the food industry 
playing upon the public's fear of 
eating fat, but it is fooling people. 
By offering thousands of products 
that advertise low fat content, the 
consumer feels justified in eating 
more of that product. 
As major food companies like 
Pepsico and RJRNabiscocontinue 
to invest more money in creating 
tasty low fat productstheconsum-
ers will continue to eat but more 
healthy about it. 
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Road to being on the 
airwaves a fun ride 
WU]C Program Director shares experiences 
Rachel Hayes 
Staff Reporter 
How many of us can actually 
say that we look forward to going 
to work? Not many of us probably, 
but jeff Zukauckas does. 
Zukauckas, program director 
and disc jockey at WUJC, 88.7 FM, 
explains that he has"a1ways had a 
love of music and a love of enter-
taining people." 
m unity events are given at20min-
utes past the hour. 
Zukauckas,a junior from Maple 
Heights, Ohio, has worked at 
WUJC since his sophomore year 
at john Carroll. He began his se-
mester training program to be-
come a disc jockey in the second 
semester of his freshman year. 
This gave him the opportunity to 
experience what it like to be a disc 
jockey by learning how to handle 
the equipment and runt he boards. 
Once he reached this point, he got 
his own show. He explains how 
each week he looks forward to do-
ing his show. "It's an obligation 
that I want to do," Zukauckassaid. 
This is conveyed through his 
radio show, the Metal Montage, 
which can be heard every Thurs-
day from 4:30 to 6 p.m. The show 
features hard rock and heavy 
metal that spans from classical to 
modern. "It's a very popular show 
for requests and conversation," 
said disc jockey and Jeff's brother, 
Brian Zukauckas. This show is 
unique in that it is one of the few 
outlets for this kind of music. 
There are news breaks at the top 
of each hour and campus and com-
The program requires atten-
dance once a week to learn about 
the radio station. This 15-week 
program enables students to be-
come familiar with various Fed-
eral Communications Commis-
sion (FCC) rules and regulations. 
At the end of this program, stu-
dentstakeanexamandcutademo 
tape to show what they have 
learned. U successful, they receive 
their FCC license. 
'In addition to the radio show, 
Zukauckas holds one of the three 
key positions at the station (pro-
gram director)," said Genera I Man-
ager David Reese. He takes a great 
deal of timeinconstructinga pro-
gram schedule that works for each 
of the disc jockeys. "He's really 
easy to work with and concerned 
about the station," said classic rock 
disc jockey Mauro Coletta. 
Jeff Zuckaucas plans to pursue a career in radio or TV. 
Once Zukauckas received his 
license, he began to apprentice 
with on-air disc jockey, Brian 
Hakes, current station manager .. 
As the program director for 
WUJC, Zukauckas coordinates 
many promotion ideas and ticket 
giveaways to encourage audience 
involvement. He meets with and 
interviews many groups, includ-
ing famousonessuchas Testament 
and Warrior Soul. In fact, for a 
promotion he set up with Testa-
ment, he needed to find a place for 
them to meet and hedid-hisown 
backyard. 
"l'm definitely looking into a 
future in radio or telev1s1on," sa1d 
Zukauckas. He encourages stu-
dents interested in becoming disc 
jockeys to get involved because it 
is a rewarding experience. With 
the dedication Zukauckas has 
shown towards the radio station 
and hisaudience, it is nor difficult 
to see why he looks forward to 
domg h1s show each week 
]CU welcomes parents to campus this weekend 
Abundance of activities available to students and parents throughout the area 
Casey Yandek 
Staff Reporter 
Okay, so your parents are com-
ing to town for John Carroll's an-
nual Parents' Weekend. So, the big 
question is, aside from the slate of 
planned activities, how are you 
going to keep your parents occu-
pied for the entire weekend? 
Based on the fact that Cleve-
land was named the"Placeto be in 
1995" by Rolllng Stone magazine, 
this task shouldn't prove to be 
much of an obstacle. Whether you 
possess a proclivity for the Beatles 
or the beach, Monet or the mall, 
the Cleveland area provides a 
wealth of opportunities for every-
one. 
john Carroll students already 
have different plans for their par-
ents this weekend. 
Freshman jay Restifosaid that, 
"My dad and I will probably head 
to the Browns game." The Browns 
take on the Jacksonville jaguars 
Sunday at 1:00 p.m. at Municipal 
Stadium. 
Freshman Melissa Murray 
doesn't have much pia nned yet for 
her parents. "We'll go out to eat 
somewhere, probably somewhere 
in Little Italy:" 
The obvious place to go this 
weekend is the Rock and Roll Hall 
of Fame and Museum, the hottest 
spoton the North Coast. Exhibits 
at the hall range from Bruce 
Springsteen to Jimi Hendrix to 
Aretha Franklin. 
Sporting Goods and The Warner 
Bros. and Disney stores. 
Tower City is especially acces-
sible form John Carroll, with the 
Rapid Transit run ningf rom Sourh 
Belvoir directly into Tower City. 
Local malls include Beachwood 
Place and Cedar Center Plaza on 
the Cleveland Indians being a part. 
Shooters, the Odeon and 
Peabody's offer a variety of live 
music. lf that doesn't suit your 
fancy, you can stroll the boardwalk 
and take in the lights and music of 
the night. 
Other areas of interest in the 
Cleveland area In· 
Despite differing 
tastes in music, the 
entirefamilywill be 
able to appreciate 
the history emanat-
Cleveland was named the "Place 
to be in .1995" by Rolling Stone 
elude jacob's Field, 
the Cleveland Mu-
seum of Art and 
Edgewater Park. 
ing from the turn- magazine. 
table-shaped struc- --==------------------
For tours of 
jacob's Field, call 
241-8888 to check 
out the home of the cure located at the 
East 9th Street exit of 1-90. Ticket 
prices average around $10.00 and 
the museum is open both Satur-
day and Sunday afternoons. 
If rock and roll isn't your style, 
you can check out the Cleveland 
shopping scene at The Avenue at 
Tower City Center. Located un-
derneath the Terminal Tower on 
Public Square, three levels of mer-
chandise await the shopping en-
thusiast 
Stores at The Avenue vary form 
the Gap and ).Crew to Champs 
Cedar Road, and La Place, located 
on Richmond Road. 
The heartbeat of night life in 
Cleveland is centered in the Flats. 
Restaurants, bars and dance clubs 
galore offer a full menu of tasty 
choices. 
Restaurants in the Flats include 
Shooters, TGl Friday's, Max and 
Erma's, and The Watermark. Par-
ents and students might want to 
check out the first game of the 
World Series at one of these estab-
lishments, with the possibility of 
Cleveland Indians. 
Art connoisseurs can examine 
the extensive collection at the 
ClevelandMuseumof Art. The an 
museum is located at University 
Circle and admission is free. 
U you want to spend a quiet 
afternoon in the park, Edgewater 
Park and Beach isashorthopdown 
the Shoreway, or you can easily 
spend a day in the North Chagrin 
Metroparks at Som Center Road 
U escaping the cafeteria food is 
in order this weekend, a number 
of outstanding restaurants are lo-
cated in the near vicmlty Tradi-
tional eatenes include 
Mozzarella'sandTheCooker,both 
located at La Place. Applebee's and 
Out back teakhouse line Mayfield 
Road, Mountain j;1ck's 1s at I 27t 
and Chagrin, and TGI Friday's can 
be found at Golden Gare Plaza. 
For those with a taste for Ital-
ian food, theOliveGardenand Piz-
zeria Uno stand at 1-271 and Cha-
grin, while East Side Mario's is lo-
cated on Mayfield Road. Coffee 
shops in the area include Arabica 
at University Circle and Coffees of 
the World on Cedar Road 
And finally, Mayfield Road will 
lead to Little Italy, where families 
will find some of the finest and 
mostauthenic Italian meals in the 
city. 
Withoutadoubt,thereisplenty 
to do this weekend. From rock 
and roll to the Browns to the art 
museum, there is something for 
everyone. Takingadvantageof the 
various opportunities offered by 
Cleveland will ensure a relaxing 
and enjoyable weekend for both 
parents and students. 
6 
Art 
The Cleveland Museum of An features its annual Asian Au-
tumn Exhibition, with this year's edition titled Early Ceram-
~cs from Japan and Korea, now through Dec. 3. Highlights 
mclude ponery and earthenware of primitive hunting-gather-
ingculturesof ancient japan and Korea. These objects were made 
roughly between 2500 B.C and the 16th century and are signifi-
cant for their beauty and intricate Asian designs. For gallery 
hourscall421-7340. 
Film 
Shan nen Doherty stars in Gramercy Pictures' Ma II m ts, writ-
ten and directed by 24-year-old Kevm Smith. The cast includes 
jeremy London,jason Lee and Claire Forlani . 
Harvey Keitel stars in the improvisational movie, Blue in the 
Face, directed by Wayne Wang and written by Paul Auster. 
Feast ofju ly is a Merchant-Ivory production starring Em beth 
Davidtz as a woman who loses her child and seeks revenge on the 
man who left her. All three films open Friday,Oct.20. Check local 
listings for theatres and showtimes. 
Music 
Agora Magic Promotions presentsPere Ubu with special guest, 
Cleveland's own Restless recordi nggroup, Gem , Friday, Oct. 20 at 
the Agora Ballroom. Opening the show at 9 p .m. is 
Throckmorton, a Cleveland-based instrumemal trio. Tickets 
are $10 in advance and $12 day of show. Call Ticketmaster, the 
Agora Box Office, or charge at 241-5555. 
Belkin Productions welcomes Buffalo Tom with special guests 
jennifer Trynin and The lnbreds at theOdeon on Sunday, Oct. 
22at8p.m. Buffalo om will featuretheirlatestEastWestrelease. 
Sleepy eyed, which reached No. 9 on Billboard's Heatseekers 
chart General admission tickets are $9.50 in advance and $10day 
of show. T1ckets are available at all Ticketmaster locations or 
charge at 241-5555. 
Theatre 
Playhouse Square Center's Palace Theatre presents Kiss oft he 
Spider Woman -The Musical starting Thursday, Oct. 26 and 
continuing through Nov.4. Directed by Harold Prince(The Phan-
tom oft he Opera, Evita, and Show Boat). Kissofthe Spider Woman 
1saTony Award-~innlng best musical starring Broadway legend 
~haa R1vera and mvolves an unusual tale of friendship and love. 
1 he show runs Tuesdaythrough Sundayeveningsat7:30 p.m. and 
Saturday and Sunday matinees at 1:30 p.m. For ticket information 
call Advantix at24l-6000. 
The Cleveland Play House presents The Triumph of Love 
now through Nov. 12 with preview performances0ct.l7 through 
19. Th1s charming 18th-century romantic comedy focuses on a 
princess who disguises herself as a man to get attention from her 
sworn enemy, who also happens to be the man she loves. Tickets 
range from $24for preview tickets w$34, with student discounts 
available. For showtimes and ticket information call 795-7000. 
Corning Attractions were compiled by Lani Assily, assistant 
entertainment editor. 
HEALTH SERVICES OFFERS FLU SHOTS 
TO STUDENT AND 
THE ].CU. COMMUNITY 
John Carroll University's Health Services is offering a flu shot at 
a reasonable price for all students . faculty. and staff. 
Health Services Is charging $5.00 for the shot. All people 
requesting the flu vaccine are required to read and sign a waiver 
which details "uncommon, but possible adverse reactions." 
The shots will be available one week only .... Monday through 
Friday October 23·27. Shots will be administered from 9:30 · 
10:30 a.m. when a physician is present. 
ENTERTAINMENT The Carroll News, October 19, 1995 
Falling Farther into October 
October Project bring their eclectic sound to the Odeon in the Flats tonight at 8 pm. 
Pamda Springstttn 
Karen Obrzut 
Entertainment Editor 
Mysterious. Enchanting. Pri-
mal. The month of October swirls 
in and infuses both fright and fas· 
cination. Likewise, the music of 
October Project presents its own 
enticing paradox. Transcendent 
yet accessible, intense yet sooth-
ing, the group's full-bodied sound 
has led to sold-out dates on their 
latest tour, which s tops at the 
Odeon in the Flats this evening 
(Thursday, Oct. 19). 
"It's not the kind of thing we're 
used to," said keyboardist/vocal-
ist/lyricist Emil Adler, regarding 
audience response during the 
group's latest tour, which began 
Oct. 4 in Rochester, N.Y. Adler 
phoned from Philadelphia, where 
he and band mates were gearing 
up for their second sold-out per-
thing.'" Yes, the mashers are wei- tensity of the band comes very 
come, too. 
October Project originated in 
New jer.sey, where Adler and gui-
tarist David Sabatino joined forces 
with lyricist julie Flanders and 
keyboardist/vocalist Marina 
Belica. Everything fell into place 
for the group by 1990, when 
Flanders brought in lead vocalist 
Mary Fahl. 
Although Flanders does not 
tour with the group, she contrib-
uted to the recording of the group's 
latest and second Epic release, 
FallingFartherln -1 yrically, the-
matically and musically. She at-
tributes October Project's success 
and universal appeal to the band's 
collective focus and commitment. 
"Every person counts," she ex-
plained . "Mary's incredible, dis-
tinctive, beautiful voice is at the 
naturally to them. 
Fahl added, "We cut our teeth 
performing live. And some people 
thought that we didn't actually 
capture that on the first album." 
The group worked with Peter 
CollinsOndigoGirls,RushjonBon 
Jovi) to achieve a "more muscular 
sound ... a real rhythmic spine," ac-
cording to Fahl. 
Flanders added that compared 
to their self -titled debut released 
in 1993, Falling is more focused in 
terms of thematic 1 yrical content. 
Further, it expresses the "live feel-
ing and the bigness of the band," 
whereas the first release estab-
lished the group's clear personal-
ity. 
October Project's personality 
shines through in other areas as 
well. The Initiative for Violence-
" ... It's a natural progression that you want to 
give something back, and do as much as you 
can without being overtly political." 
Free Families and Com-
munities, based in Min-
nesota, approached the 
group after hearing two 
songs in particular on 
their debut- "Bury My 
Lovely" and "Eyes of 
Mercy," written for the 
children of Bosnia. Oc-
Mary Fahl tober Project have taped 
---------------------------- several public service 
formance in two days. center of everything. Dave is a very announcements for the 1nitiati ve 
"We don't have a hell of a lot of mellow, relaxed, easygoing kind and will have their live show taped 
radio stations playing us, under- of guy; Marina is a striking con- at Minneapolis' Metropolitan on 
standing us or believ ing in us," he trast to Mary in terms of vocal Oct. 24 for PBS. The band also par-
continued, " ... because it's hard to quality, but yet the voices blend ticipates in LIFE beat, a music in-
define us. And radio is generated very well and create a real har- dustry-based AIDS organization. 
totally by categories." mony." Adding tothesenseof fam- "Whatever comes along, we feel 
What, then, best describes the ily is touring percussionist very grateful thatweweresigned," 
typical October Project fan? Vi- Urbano Sanchez. Fahl said. "I think when you hit a 
sionary? Avant-garde? , A primary goal for October point like that, it's a natural pro-
"Boston went nuts." Adler ex- Project while recording Falling, gression that you want to give 
plained in amazement. "We was to capture the intensity and something back and do as much 
thought, They must think they're urgency of their live performance. as you can without being overtly 
at an Aerosmith concert or some- According to Adler, the overa 11 in- politica I." 
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Hollywood concocts shameful 
adaptation of literary .classic 
Fine acting brings 
Dead Presidents to life 
r M. Green 
Jim Rutman 
Staff Reporter 
It began with ominous forebod-
ing. Near the end of the opening 
title sequence of The Scarlet Let-
ter, thedisclaimer"Freely adapted 
from Nathaniel Hawthorne 's 
novel" appears. 
Freely. Th1s one dangerous 
word makes it«chingly clear that 
when two colossal forces collide-
Hollywood and moral ambiguity 
- one must perish. 
Ambiguity and morality both 
suffer a particularly indignant 
death atthe hands of Rolandjoffe's 
most recent adaptation of one of 
the American l iterary canon 's 
staples. 
The novel is an epic scale ex-
amination of a fledgling country 
that is trying to establish a moral 
foundation. But the construction 
of rigid conventions breeds brutal 
hypocrisy as rules and desires 
clash. 
In the colonial New England 
(1660's) of Puritanical intolerance 
lives thespirited and independent 
Copyfi8ht OneJBi PKturrs 
Demi Moore stars as Hester Prynne in The Scarlet Letter. 
does not fit within Joffe's scheme 
of "adult roma nee." But this is just 
one of many modifications made 
by director Joffe and screenwriter 
Douglas Day Stewart. 
Hester's vengeful husband, Dr. 
Roger Prynne (a.k .a . Roger 
Chillingworth), is played by the 
Staff Reporter 
o sophomore slump here for 
the Hughes Brothers. In the follow 
up to then 1994 critically ac-
claimed debut, Menace II Sooety, 
directors A lien and Albert are 
nothmg less than sensational with 
their second major mouon p1cture. 
[n Dead Pres1dents the Hughes 
Brothers once again team up wJth 
Menace standout Larenz Tate. He 
plays Anthony Curtis, a bright 18-
year·old from the Bronx who, m 
1968, decides to enlist in the Ma-
rine Corps. He is not alone in his 
venture; friends Skip ( hris 
Tucker) and jose (Freddy 
Rodriguez) soon join him. 
The night before Anthony 
leaves for Vietnam, he and girl-
friend] uanita (Rosejack on)make 
love. The next morning, Anthony 
is seen running from back yard to 
back yard. The scene transforms 
into Vietnam, where he is seen run-
ning through the jungle, dodgmg 
bombs and bullets. 
All of these problems begin to 
tear Anthony apart, leading him 
to take part in a scheme to obtain 
some "dead presidents"-theslang 
for U.S. money. Anthony believes 
that this one final job will enable 
him to support his family 
Using his combat knowledge, 
Anthony teams up with his fellow 
vets,Skipjose and Cleon (Bokeern 
Woodbine), along with K 1rby and 
Delilah, Juanita's younger sister. 
They come together in thJScrimi-
nal act as a final means of sur-
VIval. 
Tate IS one of today'smost 
promisingyoungAfrican-Ameri-
can actors. He shifts from a vi-
CJOUS, uncaring character 1n Men· 
ace, to a sensitive and motivated 
character in th1s film. The sup 
porting cast IS spectacular. Keith 
David's portrayal of Kirby, father 
figuretoAnthony;isnatural Chris 
Tucker as Skip shows oH his co-
medicability.Tu kerisutterlyhi-. 
larious. Woodbine's(Jason'sLyric) 
portrayal as the crazy Cleon is 
magmficent. 
Ambiguity and morality 
both suffer a 
presumably well-paid 
Robert Duvall. He is re-
duced to a maniacal sa· 
dist, who lacks the traces 
of humanity that made 
the book's character so 
compelling and terrify-
ing. 
Alex Thomson's photography 
just com pounds the film 'sal ready 
conspicuous lack of restraint. 
There are numerous prolonged 
nude shots and a wholly inap-
propriate series of parallel dis-
solves (featuring a mute servant 
bathing: the actress is a fashion 
model) during the unbearably 
overwrought, pivotal love scene. 
This film needed the asceti-
cism of Jane Campion's The Pi-
ano to bring across the dis mal cir-
cumstances of the time period. 
Instead, it features elaborately 
costumed actors amidst expen-
SIVe, impressive sets. 
Anthony returns home in 1972, 
only to discover he receives no re-
spect or dignity for serving his 
country. To hisdismay,thconlyjob 
he gets is at a local butcher shop, 
but soon that too is gone. This poses 
an enormous problem because he 
has a wife and daughter to care for. 
Besides being talented direc· 
tors, the HughesBrothersalsohave 
a terrific ear for music . The 
soundtrack and musical score by 
Danny Elfman feature classtc70s 
funk which mcludes lssaac Hayes 
and Curtis Mayfield. 
particularly indignant 
death at the hands of But the new-and-im· 
proved ending makes the 
Roland Joffe's most 
recent adaptation of 
(The Scarlet Letter). 
other alterations seem 
subtle and appropriate. 
The film's conclusion 
completely undermines 
the essence of the book's 
dilemma. It isalsoa clini-
Hawthorne's "Scarlet Letter" is 
a paradigm of literature's reso-
nance and the possibility of re-
interpretation. 
But this Scarlet Letter is noth -
ingmorethana vehicleforMoore. 
This is not a serious meditation 
on the.na ture of sin,gu ilt, red em p-
tion, nor much of anythmg else. 
The film is a brand-name 
reconfiguration of a famous book 
that we've all been assigned. And 
even if, in those awkward teen 
years, we did not all relish or even 
finish thisassignment,at least we 
were not laughing in the attempt. 
Hester Prynne, played by Demi 
Moore. Hester's transgressive ten-
denciesareestablished early ass he 
arrives at the colonial shores in a 
black lace bodice. 
Hester knows her scriptures 
("both Testaments"), and, with her 
husband still in Europe, she can 
hold her own against the steely 
patriarchs who run the colony. 
But among these "iron men," 
dwells the charismatic and ideal-
istic young Reverend Arthur 
Dimmesdale (Gary Oldman). 
Thinking her husband killed by 
local Indians, Hester seduces the 
smitten Dimmesdale. Conflict is 
afoot. 
The productof thecouple'ssin-
fulliaison is Pearl. 
In the novel, much attention is 
rightfully devoted to Pearl. She is 
impervious, cold,"anoutcastfrom 
the infantile world." Her unnerv-
ing disposition is indicative of 
Hawthorne's duplicity, of his un-
certainty about adultery. But here 
Pearl is ignored,forsheapparently 
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cal study in pandering to 
contemporary audience expecta-
tion, and, frankly, it is insulting. 
1n fac t, the faults here are so 
numerous, that not even one of 
the industry's most mercurial ac-
tors (Oldman), nor one of its most 
dignified (Duvall), can make the 
slightest difference. 
Copynght Hollywood Pk::twa. 
Larenz Tate (left) and Chris Tucker star in Dead Presidents. 
The History 
Departrnent's 
Meet· Vour•Major 
Night 
Wednesday, November 1 , 1995 
at 7:00 p.m. in the President's Dining Room 
Ca1T1e far the free munchies! 
Talk \Nith faculty and recent 
graduates! 
L----------------------------·------- --- ----- ______ ...J 
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Art 
The Cleveland Museum of An features its annual Asian Au-
tumn Exhibition, with this year's edition titled Early Ceram-
ics from Japan and Korea, now through Dec. 3. Highltghts 
include pottery and earthenware of primitive hunting-gather-
ingcuhuresof ancientjapanandKorea. Theseobjectsweremade 
roughly between 2500 B.C. and the 16th century and are signifi-
cant for their beauty and intricate Asian designs. For gallery 
hours call421-7340. 
Film 
Shannen Doherty stars in Gramercy Pictures' Ma II rats, writ-
ten and directed by 24-year-old Kevin Smith. The cast includes 
jeremy London,Jason Lee and Claire Forlani. 
Harvey Keitel stars in the improvisational movie, Blue in the 
Face, directed by Wayne Wang and written by Paul A ustet 
Feast ofju lyisa Merchant-! vory production starring Em beth 
Davidtzasa woman who loses her child and seeks revenge on the 
man who left her. All threefilmsopen Friday,Oct.20. Check local 
listings for theatres and showtimes. 
Music 
Agora Magic Promotions presents Pere Ubu with special guest, 
Cleveland's own Restless recordmggroup, Gem, Friday, Oct. 20 at 
the Agora Ballroom. Opening the show at 9 p.m . is 
Throckmorton, a Cleveland-based instrumental trio. Tickets 
are $10 in advance and $l2 day of show: Call Ticketmaster, the 
Agora Box Office, or charge at 241-5555. 
Belkin Productions welcomes Buffalo Tom with special guests 
Jennifer Trynin and The lnbreds at the Odeon on Sunday, Oct. 
22at8p.m Buffalo om will featuretheirlatestEastWestre1easc, 
5/eepy-l:;'ycd, which reached No. 9 on Billboard's Heatseekers 
chart. General admission tickets are $9.50 in ad vance and $10 day 
of show. Tickets are available at all Ticketmaster locations or 
charge at 241-5555. 
Theatre 
Playhouse Square Center's Palace Theatre presents Kiss of the 
Spider Woman -The Musical starting Thursday, Oct. 26 and 
continuing through Nov: 4. Directed by Harold Prince(The Phan-
tom oft he Opera,Evtta,and ShowBoat). KissoftheSpiderWoman 
is a Tony Award-winning best musical starring Broadway legend 
Chaa Rivera and involves an unusual tale of friendship and love. 
The show runs Tuesday through Sunday evenings at 7:30p.m. and 
SatUrday and Sunday matinees at 1:30p.m. For ticket information 
call Advantix at 241-6000. 
The Cleveland Play House presents Tlte Triumph of Love 
now through Nov.l2 with preview performances0ct.17 through 
19. This charming 18th-century romantic comedy focuses on a 
princess who disguises herself as a man to get attention from her 
sworn enemy, who also happens to be the man she loves. Tickets 
range from $24 for preview tickets to $34, with student discounts 
available. For show times and ticket information call795-7000. 
Coming Attractions were compiled by Lani Assily, assistant 
entertamment ed1tor: 
HEALTH SERVICES OFFERS FLU SHOTS 
TO STUDENT AND 
THE ].CU. COMMUNITY 
John Carroll University's Health Services is offering a flu shot at 
a reasonable price for all students, faculty, and staff. 
Health Services is charging $5.00 tor the shot. All people 
requesting the flu vaccine are required to read and sign a waiver 
which details "uncommon, but possible adverse reactions." 
The shots will be available one week only .... Monday through 
Friday October 23·27. Shots will be administered from 9:30 · 
10:30 a.m. when a physician is present. 
ENTERTAINNENT The Carroll News, October 19, 1995 
Falling Farther into October 
October Project bring their eclectic sound to the Odeon in the Flats tonight at 8 pm 
P:unda Spring:stttn 
Karen Obrzut 
Entertainment Editor 
Mysterious. Enchanting. Pri-
mal. The month of October swirls 
in and infuses both fright and fas-
cination. Likewise, the music o[ 
October Project presents its own 
enticing paradox . Transcendent 
yet accessible, intense yet sooth-
ing, the group's full-bodiedsound 
has led to sold-out dates on their 
latest tour, which stops at the 
Odeon in the Flats this evening 
(Thursday, Oct. 19). 
"It's not the kind of thing we're 
used to," said keyboardist/vocal-
ist/lyricist Emil Adler, regarding 
audience response during the 
group's latest tour, which began 
Oct. 4 in Rochester, N.Y. Adler 
phoned from Philadelphia, where 
he and band mates were gearing 
up for their second sold-out per-
thing.'" Yes, the mashers are we]- tensity of the band comes very 
come, too. 
October Project originated in 
New Jersey, where Adler and gui-
tarist David Sabatino joined forces 
with lyricist julie flanders and 
keyboardist/vocalist Marina 
Belica. Everything fell into place 
for the group by 1990, when 
flanders brought in lead vocalist 
Mary Fahl. 
Although Flanders does not 
tour with the group, she contrib-
uted to the recording of the group's 
latest and second Epic release, 
Falli ngFarther In -1 yrically, the-
matically and m1.15ically. She at-
tributes October Project's success 
and universal appeal to the band's 
collective focus and commi tment. 
"Every person counts," she ex-
plained . "Mary's incredible, dis-
tinctive, beautiful voice is at the 
naturally to them. 
Fahl added, "We cut our teeth 
performing live. And some people 
thought that we didn't actually 
capture that on the first album." 
The group worked with Peter 
Collins(lndigoGirls, Rush Jon Bon 
Jovi) to achieve a "more muscular 
sound ... a real rhythmic spine," ac-
cording to Fahl. 
flanders added that compared 
to their self -titled debut released 
in 1993, Falling is morefocused in 
terms of thematic I yrica l content. 
further, it expresses the "live feel-
ing and the bigness of the band," 
whereas the first release estab-
lished the group's clear personal-
ity 
October Project's personality 
shines through in other areas as 
well. The Initiative for Violence-
" .. .it's a natural progression that you want to 
give something back, and do as much as you 
Free Families and Com-
munities, based in Min-
nesota, approached the 
group after hearing two 
songs in particular on 
their debut- "Bury My 
Lovely" and "Eyes of 
Mercy," written for the 
can without being overtly political." 
children of Bosnia. Oc-
Mary Fahl tober Project have taped 
---------------------------- several public service 
forma nee in two days. 
"We don't have a hell of a lot of 
radio stations playing us, under-
standing us or believing in us," he 
continued, " ... because it's hard to 
define us. And radio is generated 
total! y by categories." 
What, then, best describes the 
typical October Project fan? Vi-
sionary? Avant-garde? , 
"Boston went nuts," Adler ex-
plained in amazement. "We 
thought, 'They must think they're 
at an Aerosmith concert or some-
center of everything. Dave is a very 
mellow, relaxed, easygoing kind 
of guy; Marina is a striking con-
trast to Mary in terms of vocal 
quality, but yet the voices blend 
very well and create a real har-
mony." Addingtothesenseoffam-
ily is touring percussionist 
Urbano Sanchez. 
A primary goal for October 
Project while recording Falling, 
was to capture the intensity and 
urgency of their live performance. 
According to Adler, the overall in-
announcements for the Initiative 
and will have their live show taped 
at Minneapolis' Metropolitan on 
Oct. 24forPBS. The band also par-
ticipates in LlfEbeat, a music in-
dustry-based AIDS organization. 
"Whatevercomesalong. we feel 
very grateful that we were signed," 
fahl said. "I think when you hit a 
point like that, it's a natural pro-
gression that you want to give 
something back and do as much 
as you can without being overtly 
politica I." 
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Hollywood concocts shameful 
adaptation of literary classic 
Fine acting brings 
Dead Presidents to life 
r M. Green 
Jim Rutman 
Staff Reporter 
It began with ominous forebod -
ing. Near the end of the opening 
title sequence of The Scarlet Let-
ter; the discla imer "Freely adapted 
from Nathaniel Hawthorne's 
novel" appears. 
Freely. This one dangerous 
word makes it-ac hingly clear that 
when two colossal forces collide-
Hollywood and moral ambiguity 
-one must perish. 
Ambiguity and morality both 
suffer a particularly indignant 
death at the hands of Roland Joffe's 
most recent adaptation of one of 
the American literary canon 's 
staples. 
The novel is an epic scale ex-
amination of a fledgling country 
that is trying to establish a moral 
foundation. But the construction 
of rigid conventions breeds brutal 
hypocrisy as rules and desires 
clash. 
ln the colonial New England 
(1660's) of Puritanical intolerance 
lives thespirited and independent 
Copyfllhl Ctncrgl Plttum 
Demi Moore stars as Hester Prynne in The Scarlet Letter. 
does not fit within Joffe's scheme 
of "adult romance." But this is just 
one of many modifications made 
by director Joffe and screenwriter 
Douglas Day Stewart. 
Hester's vengeful husband, Dr. 
Roger Prynne (a.k.a . Roger 
Chillingworth), is played by the 
presumably well-paid 
Staff Reporter 
No sophomore slump here for 
the Hughes Brothers. In the follow 
up to their 1994 critically ac-
claimed debut, Menace If Society, 
directors Allen and Albert are 
nothing less than sensational with 
their second major monon picture 
In Dead Pres1dents the Hughes 
Brothers once again team up with 
Menace standout Larem: Tate. He 
plays Anthony Curtis, a bright 18 
year-old from the Bronx who, 111 
1968, decides to enlist in the Ma-
rine Corps. He is not alone in his 
venture; friends Skip (Chris 
Tucker) and Jose (freddy 
Rodriguez) soon join him. 
The night before Anthony 
leaves for Vietnam, he and girl-
friendjuanita(Rosejackson)make 
love. The next morning, Anthony 
is seen running from back yard to 
back yard. The scene transforms 
into Vietnam, where he is seen run-
ning through rhe jungle, dodgmg 
bombs and bullets. 
All of these problems begin to 
tear Anthony apart, leading him 
to take part in a scheme to obtain 
some "dead presidents"-the slang 
for U.S. money. Anthony believes 
that this one final job will enable 
him to support his family 
Using hts combat knowledge. 
Anthony teams up with his fellow 
vets, Ski pjose and Cleon (Bokeem 
Woodbine), along with K 1rby and 
Delilah, juanita's younger SISter. 
They come together in this crimi-
nal act as a final means of sur-
vival. 
Tate 1s one of today'smost 
promising young African-Ameri-
can actors. He shifts from a vi-
cious, uncaring character in Men-
ace, to a sensitive and motivated 
character in this film. The sup-
porting cast is spectacular. Keith 
David's portrayal of K1rby, father 
figure to Anthony, is natural. Chris 
Tucker as Skip shows off his co-
medic ability. Tucker is utterly hi-
larious. Woodbwes(JasonsLyric) 
portrayal as the crazy Cleon is 
magmficent. 
Ambiguity and morality 
Robert Duvall. He is re-
duced to a maniacal sa-
dist, who lacks the traces 
Alex Thomson's photography 
justcompoundsthefilm'salready 
conspicuous lack of restraint. 
There are numerous prolonged 
nude shots and a wholly inap-
propriate series of parallel dis-
solves (featuring a mute servant 
bathing; the actress is a fashion 
model) during the unbearably 
overwrought, pi votallove scene. 
This film needed the asceti-
cism of Jane Campion's The Pi-
ano to bring across thedismalcir-
cumstances of the time period. 
Instead, it features elaborately 
costumed actors amidst expen-
sive, impressive sets. 
Anthony returns home in 1972, 
only to discover he receives no re-
spect or dignity for serving his 
country. To hisd ismay, the only job 
he gets is a t a local butcher shop, 
but soon tha ttoo is gone. This poses 
an enormous problem because he 
has a wife and daughter to care fot 
Besides bemg talented direc-
tors, the Hughes Brothers also have 
a terrif1c ear for music . The 
soundtrack and musical score by 
Danny Elf man feature lassie 70s 
funk which includes lssaac Hayes 
and Curtis Mayfield. 
both suffer a of humanity that made 
particularly indignant 
death at the hands of 
the book's character so 
compelling and terrify-
ing. 
But the new-and-im-
proved ending makes the 
Roland Joffes most other alterations seem 
recent adaptation of 
(The Scarlet Letter). 
subtle and appropriate. 
The film's conclusion 
completely undermines 
the essence of the book's 
dilemma. It isalsoaclini-
Hawthorne 's "Scarlet Letter" is 
a paradigm of literature's reso-
nance and the possibility of re-
interpretation. 
But this Scarlet Letter is noth-
ing more than a vehicle for Moore. 
This is not a serious meditation 
on thena tureof sin, guilt, red em p-
tion, nor much of anything else. 
The film is a brand-name 
reconfigurationof a famous book 
that we've all been assigned. And 
even if, in those awkward teen 
years, we did not all relish or even 
finish this assignment, at least we 
were not Ia ughing in the attempt. 
Hester Prynne, played by Demi 
Moore. Heste r's transgressive ten-
denciesare established early ass he 
arrives at the colonial shores in a 
black lace bodice. 
Hester knows her scriptures 
("both Testaments"), and , with her 
husband still in Europe, she can 
hold her own against the steely 
patriarchs who run the colony. 
But among these "iron men," 
dwells the charismatic and ideal-
istic young Reverend Arthur 
Dimmesdale (Gary Oldman). 
Thinking her husband killed by 
locallndians, Hester seduces the 
smitten Dimmesdale. Conflict is 
afoot. 
The product of thecouple'ssin-
f ulliaison is Pearl. 
In the novel, much attention is 
right[ ull y devoted to Pearl. She is 
impervious, cold, "an outcast from 
the infantile world." Her unnerv-
ing disposition is indicative of 
Hawthorne's duplicity, of his un-
certainty about adultery. But here 
Pearl is ignored,forsheapparently 
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cal study in pandering to 
contemporary audience expecta-
tion, and, frank! y, it is insulting. 
In fact, the faults here are so 
numerous, that not even one of 
the industry's most mercurial ac-
tors (Oldman), nor one of its most 
dignified (Duvall), can make the 
slightest difference. 
Copyright Holl)""ood 1'1<.,.. 
Larenz Tate (left) and Chris Tucker star in Dead Presidents. 
The History 
Departrnent's 
Meet· Vour•Major 
Night 
Wednesday, November 1 , 1995 
at 7:00 p.m. in the President's Dining Room 
Corne for the free munchies! 
Talk \Nith faculty and recent 
graduates! 
- - --- ------------------
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Volleyball rallies against Mt.; 
remains unbeaten in OAC play 
Men's soccer tops 
Terriers, 2-1 
Kevin Baclvnan maintainedour composure.That's 
a mental toughness that we did 
not have to deal with for muc h of 
the season." 
Randy Loeser 
Staff Reporter 
The john Carroll volleyball 
team played itS worst three games 
of the season Tuesday night. But 
what happened in game five is all 
that mattered, as the Blue Streaks 
shrugged off poor play and lack of 
communication to beat confer-
ence rival Mount Union, 15-8,11-
15, 15-12, 9-15, I 7-15. 
"We were having p roblems 
across the board," said Coach 
Gretchen 
\1\eitbrecht 
tain Katy Perrone came up wlth 
one of her many kills on the night. 
The Streaks were able to add an-
otherpoint,settingupwhatwould 
be the play of the night. 
With the score 13- 14 and the 
Streaks serving, Mount returned 
the ball back intojCU's half of the 
court. The ball appeared to hitthe 
ground, but freshman setter Leslie 
Dissel got enough of her hand un-
der the ball to keep it in play. 
As Mount volleyed back to the 
Streaks, 
the ball 
"I think 
t h e y 
m i g h t 
have been 
wo rr ie d 
and afraid 
o f losmg 
instead of 
"I just closed my eyes and 
reached; thank God 
rico -
chened 
off of 
Perrone, 
heading 
for what 
looked 
l i k e 
someone was behind me." 
Pam Jimison 
can explain it," said Weitbrecht. 
"In my coaching career that was 
the biggest dig Uim ison's] ever." 
Jimison was also in disbelief. 
"I didn't have ti me to th ink 
about it," said Ji mison. "I just 
wanted to get as close to the ball as 
I could. I just closed my eyes and 
reached; thank God someone was 
behind me." 
With the momentum in the 
Streaks favor, they were able to hold 
Mount off, as JUnior middle h itter 
Elizabeth Black had a kill for the 
final point, securing the 17-15 vic-
tory. The win kept the Streaks 
(22-8, 6-0 Ohio Athletic Confer-
ence) in a first-place tie with Ohio 
Northern, setting up a showdown 
on October 28 in Ada, Ohio, for 
home-court advantage in the OAC 
Playoffs. 
"This win showed everyone 
Staff Reporter 
John Carroll's men's soccer 
team is in a posi tion to wrap up 
the regular season conference title 
and home-field advantage for the 
Ohio Athletic Conference Tour-
nament after last week's victory 
over first place Hiram, 2-l. 
The Streaks, (10-4-l overall, 6-
(}-1 OAC), have won seven in a row 
andare9-l-l in their last 11 games, 
outscoring their opponents 28-4 
The Bl ue Streaks fell behind 
early, l-0, before taking control of 
the game with two goals just be-
fore the ha lL 
"I didn't know if we were going 
to bounce back, but it shows the 
character of this team," said Del 
Busse, who scored the first goal on 
an assist from Caudill. 
J o h n 
Carroll broke 
"Going into the second the t ie w hen 
junior transfer 
over that 
span. Af-
ter de-
feating 
Cap it al 
5 - 0 . 
Hiram 
a n d 
Marietta 
2-0 , the 
St rea k s 
half, we knew we could 
take them. We were 
dominating them. They 
Terry Hopkins 
headed in a 
pass from Del 
Bussoforwhat 
proved to be 
the game-
winner. 
playing to Mount's what we are made of," said Black. need v ic- were on their heels for Assista nt 
Coach Bob 
Straub said 
the Streaks 
kept th ei r 
win." 
Having played a see-saw four 
games with Mount, John Carroll 
matched them point-for -point 
d uring the rally-scoring fi fth 
game. Af ter tying the score at 10, 
Mount rattled off three points to 
pull ahead 13-10. They traded 
pointS, with Mount serving for the 
game and match, when junior cap-
w in-
ning point. But sophomore out-
side hitter Pam Jimison, w ho 
seemed to come out of nowhere, 
threw her arm on the ball to keep 
it in play long enough for junior 
outside hitter Stacy Bongini to put 
it over the net, leading to Carroll's 
score. 
"It was unbelievable, no words 
"We have a team that can come 
back. We played with a lot of fire 
in that last game -a fire we will 
need on the road agai nst some very 
good teams." 
The Streaks must focus on win-
ning their final threegameson the 
road. Lftheycan,theywillbeOAC 
regu lar season champions for the 
third time in four years. 
to r ie s 
o v e r 
H ei d el -
berg a nd 
most of the game." 
MS<rgun 
to win 
their fourth regular season OAC 
title in five years. 
Grant Mast 
get her as a team. 
c omp osu r e 
and played to-
Cross country preparing for conference meet 
Against Capital, the Streaks 
erupted offensively, scoring early 
and often. Junior forward Brady 
Brosnahan said the team is more 
confident than ea rlier in the sea-
son. 
"The kids kept their heads in 
the game a nd did not panic," 
Straub said. "Hiram's a real physi-
cal team, but we did not lose our 
focus after the first goal." 
After the Streaks took the lead, 
the Terri ers played tentatively, 
Mast said. 
Michael Ziccardi 
Staff Reporter 
To say John Carroll's men'sand 
women's cross country tea ms put 
all o[ their eggs in one basket this 
sea n woul pr ry ccurate 
- especia ll y wi th 1he big day 
around the corner. 
"We concentrate our efforts on 
doing well at the Ohio Athletic 
Confe rence Meet," said women's 
Coach Grove Jewett. "We use the 
invita tionals as a preparation." 
While preparing for the Con-
ferencemeet -atOtterbein- both 
the men's and the women's teams 
travelled to Ohio Wesleyan to 
smooth out some rough edges and 
compete in the All-Ohio Meet, 
October 28. 
junior Amy Fenske continued 
to lead the women, inish g 
fourrh among all Division-Ill run-
ners. Fenske scorched the course 
in a time of 19:19.6 to take 13th 
place ina field that included Divi-
sion- I schools such as Bowling 
Green State University,OhioState 
University and Miami of Ohio. 
'Beating some big teams gives 
us some confidence; said Fenske. 
'We are now more mentally pre-
O'Reilly's 
15 cent wtngs Wednesdays and Sunday 
20% diScount on all food to all Carroll 
students, 
faculty. and staff 
Gutness, Murphy's, Harp, Double 
Diamond, 
Woodpecker, and Whatney's by the 
pint and 1/2 pint 
Rolling Rock Draft Specials! 
11 a.m. - 2 a .m.- lunch and dinner 
kitchen closes at 11 p .m. 
free parking at rear of the building 
321 -9356 
pared and believe in our selves.' 
Senior Tish Kanaga added an-
other solid performance, conquer-
ing 7lst place overall and 13th 
amongDivision-lllcompetitorsin 
20:00.06. 
For the men, freshman james 
Van Dress and junior Dave Frat tare 
were Carroll's top runners at the 
All-Ohio Meet in Delaware, Ohio. 
"We were competing against 
some tough competition," said Van 
Dress. "This will help us prepare 
for the Ohio Athletic Conference 
Meet next week." 
Van Dress, who has been John 
Carroll's top finisher in all but one 
race this season, finished 28th 
among the Division-lll runners, 
crossing the finish line at 28:30.8. 
Frat tare placed 13th among Divi-
sion-Ill athletes, fin ishing at the 
28:46. mark. 
"People know their positionson 
the team," Brosnahan said. "They 
have the confidence in each other 
to make the tough pass and take 
th!rr h . 
Brosnahan, junior midfielder 
Adrian Del Busse, freshman for-
ward Dave Bartulovk,sophomore 
forward Chip Aschenbrener and 
junior midfielder Ryan Caudill all 
scored for the Streaks. 
Going into last Wednesday's 
match against Hiram, the Streaks 
knew they would have a tough 
game on their hands, as the Hiram 
football team sat in the stands for 
the first 10 minutes of play, 
screaming at the team, sophomore 
goalkeeper Grant Mast said. 
"We know every year that their 
fans are brutaL" Mast said. "I was 
very impressed with the way we 
--THE __ _ 
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"Going into the second half, we 
knew we could take them," Mast 
said. "We were dominating them. 
They were on their heels for most 
of the game." 
The game had an added incen-
tive for the Streaks, Brosnahan said. 
"Weknewthatthisgamewould 
be for home field [advantage] for 
the Conference Tournament, and 
we did not want to go back there," 
Brosnahan said. 
The Streaks looked to avoid a 
letdown when Marietta came to 
Wasmer Field Friday. Second half 
goals by Brosnahan and sopho-
more midfielder Jim Myers gave 
the Streaks a 2-0 victory, as they 
improved to their current 6-0-1 
mark in the OAC. 
The victory gave the Streaks a 
half-game lead over Heidelberg, 
who they played yesterday, for 
first-place in the conference. 
For the season, Brosnahan 
stands second in the OAC with 
1.87 points per game. 
1f the Streaks won at Heidel-
berg, and if they win agains t 
Muskingum Saturday at Wasmer 
Field, they will host the Confer-
ence Tournament, where their 41 -
game unbeaten streak dates back 
to 1990. Their last loss was to 
Hiram. 
TheStreaks'defense had tocon-
tend with two of the league's top 
scorers against Heidelberg: 
Darnell Chambers ranked first in 
the conference in points per game, 
going into the contest with a 3.71 
ppg average. The Student Princes' 
Kevin Burgman was ranked ninth 
in the same category, as of Tues-
day, averaging 1.4 3 ppg . 
Regardless of Heidelberg's of-
fensive threats, John Carroll has 
been able to douse other potent 
conference opponent offenses, as 
Mast was second in goals allowed 
average a t press time, yielding .67 
goals a game in the OAC. 
Heidelberg's goalkeeper was not 
listed among OAC leaders. 
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DeCarlo becomes Blue Streaks· 
winningest coach in 38-6 triumph 
Stesly Ztltr 
Junior tai I back Carmen llacqua turns the corner against Ollio 
Northern. Saturday. He scored three touchdowns on the day. 
Erik Boland 
Staff Reporter 
Ohio Northern football Coach 
Tom Kaczkowski's lone hope of 
upsettingJohn Carroll last Satur-
day seemed to be an offensive 
shootout. Only one team ca me 
out shooting, however, as the Blue 
Streaks dominated 38-6. 
Ripping through th e Polar 
Bears porous defense in the first 
half, Carroll rolled up 277 total 
yards and a 24-0 lead. junior 
tai lback Carmen Jl acqua ran for 
53 first- half yardsandthreetouch-
downs. Sophomore quarterback 
Nick Caserio was a sharp I0-14for 
l77yardsand nointerceptions. He 
finished the game 16-24 for 254 
yards with two touchdowns and 
an interception. 
"They (ONU) have such great 
athletes and we knew they could 
pu t some pointS on the board," 
Caserio said. "Offensivel y, we 
wanted to put some points up and 
give our defe nse a little cushion, 
buttheyrealtydidn't need it. They 
played phenomenal." 
Women's soccer faces must-win situation 
Joe Nowak 
Staff Reporter 
The j ohn Carroll women's soc-
cer teamsplittwogameslastweek, 
and now face a must-win situa-
tion against league-leader Heidel-
berg in order to make the Ohio 
Athletic Conference's post-season 
tournament 
Senior forward Molly Burke 
scorea the lone goa I in a l-0 win 
over Hi.raiiL.lasr Wed n.esday. 
Burke's goal, the 28th in her career 
at John Carroll, added to her 
school record fo r career goals 
scored . Burke surpassed Danielle 
Sluga for most career poi nts re-
corded in the histo ry of JCU 
women's soccer (70) with a goal 
against Walsh on Tuesday. 
Chris Anderson 
football 
However, the j ohn Car roll 
points record isn't what's on her 
mind. 
"The game was a little disap-
pointing," said Burke, abou t the 
Hiram contest. "We came out a 
little flat and should have per-
formed bette r against a team that 
has struggled this year." 
Carroll then dropped a 4-0 de-
cision to host Marie tta last Satur-
day afternoon. Even though the 
game was played in adverse 
weather conditions,forward Thea 
Consler gave no excuses. "Some-
thing just didn't click," the senior 
sa id. "They just capi talized on 
more opportunities than us." 
1f the Blue Streaks don't look 
ahead, they will be eliminated 
from theOACTournamem, which 
takes the top four fi n is hers in regu-
lar-season conference play. 
The Student Pri nces(IJ-2over-
all, 8-0 OAC), ranked 21st in Divi-
sion lll, visited Wasmer Field yes-
terday. They had won 12 consecu-
t ive ga mesa nd had outscored their 
opponentS 53-2 during that spa n, 
as of Tuesday. 
"They a re an exceptional soc-
cer team" Consler said. "But , we 
are really focused and 1 · we 
can get the job done. • 
The Streaks (7-7-l overall, 4-3 
OAC) opened this week with a 3-0 
home vic tory against Walsh. Af-
ter theHeidelbergmatchjCU will 
conclude its regular season Satur-
day, at Muskingum. 
Pam Jimison 
volleyball 
Anderson is Streak of the 
week two weeks running now. 
The junior ins ide linebacker, 
has been named OAC Defen-
sive Player of the Week. 
Anderson tallied IS tackles 
against Ohio Northern while 
grabbing two interceptions. 
This sophomore outside 
hitter had a career-high 45 
digs and has moved into 
second place in the OAC for 
digs per game averaging 4 .33. 
She also had a game saving 
dig to help win the fifth game 
of the Mount Union match 
Tuesday. 
The defense frustrated ONU 
quarterback Scott Tekancic all af-
ternoon, the league's leader in to 
tal offense (242 yards per game) 
Facing constant pressure from the 
Streaks' defensive lme, he was 
sacked seven times. Tekan c ic 
threw four passes that were mter-
cepted by thejCU secondary J un-
ior inside linebacker Ch ns Ander-
son grabbed two, while fellow jun-
ior linebacker Dean Lamtrand and 
senior safety Dan Bansley added 
one each. Anderson also led the 
team in tackles with 15. He was 
named Ohio Athletic Conference 
Defensive Player of the Week 
"He's the best linebacker in this 
conference," Coach Tony DeCarlo 
said. "In the years that we've been 
here- nine years- he's as good a 
linebacker that we've had -and 
we've had some good I i nebackers. • 
Thosenineyearshavea lsoseen 
many VICtories, includ ing a 
record-sett ing one last Saturday. 
Wit h the wi n, DeCarlo passed 
Herb Eisele on the JCU all-time 
coaching victory list. (Eisele 
coached the team from 1947-58 
and amassed a 60-37-4 record). 
DeCarlo's record stands at 61-21-3. 
"Its quite an honor to even be 
mentioned with Herb Eisele's 
name,"DeCarlosaid. "I accept con-
gratulations not only for myself, 
but for our entire coaching staff, 
and not just this coachmg staff, 
but the people 1've surrounded 
myself with since 1987 when we 
took the program over. 1tS those 
people who !deserve a lot of the 
crcditi. 
This weekend, Parents Week-
end, should yield victory number 
62as lowlyCapita 1 comes to town 
Only hapless Otterbein prohibttS 
CapitalCl-5overall,l -40AC)from 
ra nking last in the conference in 
both points allowed and pomts 
scored. Last year, the Blue Streaks 
(4-H overa ll , 3-l-1 OAC) edged 
the Crusaders 62-13 in Col um bus. 
St ill, DeCarlo is diplomat ic in 
his assessment of this weekend's 
gam e. "The kids know in this 
league,onanygivenday,any thing 
can happen.• 
, Blttes 
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Volleyball rallies against Mt.; 
remains unbeaten in OAC play 
Men's soccer tops 
Terriers, 2-1 
Kevin Bachman maintainedourcomposure.That's 
a mental toughness that we did 
not have to deal with form uc h of 
the season." 
Rand Loeser 
Staff Reporter 
The john Carroll volleyball 
team played its worst three games 
of the season Tuesday night. But 
what happened in game five is all 
that mattered, as the Blue Streaks 
shrugged off poor play and lack of 
communication to beat confer-
ence rival Mount Union., 15-8, ll-
15, 15-12,9-15,17-15. 
"We were having problems 
across the board," said Coach 
Gretchen 
~brecht 
rain Katy Perrone came up with 
one of her many kills on the night. 
The Streaks were able to add an-
otherpoint,setting up what would 
be the play of the night. 
With the score 13-14 and the 
Streaks serving, Mount returned 
the ba 11 back into JCU's hall of the 
court. The ball appeared tohitthe 
ground, but freshman setter Leslie 
Dissel got enough of her hand un-
der the ball to keep it in play 
As Mount volleyed back to the 
Streaks, 
the ball 
"1 think 
t h e y "I just closed my eyes and 
might 
have been reached; thank God 
worried 
r i co -
chetted 
off of 
Perrone, 
heading 
for what 
looked 
I i k e 
Mount's 
and afraid someone was behind me." 
of losing 
instead of 
playing to 
win." 
Having played a see-saw four 
games with Mount, john Carroll 
matched them poim-for-point 
during the rally-scoring fifth 
game. A£ ter tying the score at10, 
Mount rattled off three points to 
pull ahead 13-10. They traded 
points, with Mount serving for the 
game and match, whenjuniorcap-
Pam Jimison 
win-
ning point. But sophomore out-
side hitter Pam Jimison, who 
seemed to come out of nowhere, 
threw her arm on the ball to keep 
it in play long enough for junior 
outside hitter Stacy Bongi ni to put 
It over the net, leading to Carroll's 
score. 
"Jt was unbelievable, no words 
can explain it," said Weitbrecht. 
"In my coaching career that was 
the biggest dig Uimison's] ever." 
Jimison was also in disbelief. 
"l didn't have time to think 
about it," said Jimison. "l just 
wanted to get as close tot he ball as 
I could. I just closed my eyes and 
reached; thank God someone was 
behind me." 
With the momentum in the 
Streaksfavor,theywereable to hold 
Mount off, as junior middle hitter 
Elizabeth Black had a kill for the 
final point, securing the 17-15 vic-
tory. The win kept the Streaks 
(22-8, 6-0 Ohio Athletic Confer-
ence) in a first-place tie with Ohio 
Northern, setting up a showdown 
on October 28 in Ada, Ohio, for 
home-court advantage in theOAC 
Playoffs. 
"This win showed everyone 
what we are made of," said Black 
"We have a team that can come 
back. We played with a lot of fire 
in that last game- a fire we will 
need on the road against some very 
good teams." 
The Streaks must focus on win-
ning their final threegameson the 
road. If they can, they will be OAC 
regular season champions for the 
third time in four years. 
Staff Reporter 
john Carroll's men's soccer 
team is in a position to wrap up 
the regularseason conference title 
and home-field advantage for the 
Ohio Athletic Conference Tour-
nament after last week's victory 
over first place Hiram, 2-l. 
The Streaks, (10-4-l overall, 6-
0-l OAC), have won seven in a row 
and are9-l-l in their last 11 games, 
outscoring their opponents 28-4 
over that 
span. Af-
The Blue Streaks fell behind 
early,l-0, before taking control of 
the game with two goals just be-
fore the half. 
"I didn't know if we were going 
to bounce back, but it shows the 
character of this ream," said Del 
Busso, who scored the first goal on 
an assist from Caudil1. 
J o h n 
ter de- 4JGo/ng Into the second 
fearing 
Carroll broke 
the tie when 
junior transfer 
Terry Hopkins 
headed in a 
pass from Del 
Bussoforwhat 
proved to be 
the game-
winner. 
capital half., we knew we could 
5 - 0 ' 
H i ram 
a n d 
Marietta 
2-0, the 
Streaks 
need vic-
tories 
o v e r 
Heidel-
berg and 
~ 
to win 
take them. We were 
dominating them. They 
were on their heels for 
most of the game." 
Grant Mast 
their fourth regular season OAC 
title in five years. 
get her as a team. 
Assistant 
Coach Bob 
Straub said 
the Streaks 
kept their 
composure 
and played to-
Cross country preparing for conference meet 
Against Capital, the Streaks 
erupted offensively, scoring early 
and often. Junior forward Brady 
Brosnahan said the team is more 
confident than earlier in the sea-
son. 
"The kids kept their heads in 
the game and did not panic," 
Straub said. "Hiram's a real physi-
cal team, but we did not lose our 
focus after the first goal" 
A£ ter the Streaks took the lead, 
the Terriers played tentatively, 
Mast said. 
Michael Ziccardi 
Staff Reporter 
To say John Carroll's men's and 
women's cross country teams put 
all of their eggs in one basket this 
aso uld 1 pr 'I accur te 
- especJa lly with the big day 
around the corner. 
"We concentrate our efforts on 
doing well at the Ohio Athletic 
Conference Meet," said women's 
Coach Grovejewen. "We use the 
invitationals as a preparation • 
While preparing for the Con-
ference meet-atOuerbein- both 
the men's and the women's teams 
travelled to Ohio Wesleyan to 
smooth out some rough edges and 
compete in the All-Ohio Meet, 
October28. 
Junior Amy Fenske continued 
to lead the women, finishln 
fou rth among all Division-[JJ run-
ners. Fenske scorched the course 
in a time of 19:19.6 to take 13th 
place in a field that included Divi-
sion-I schools such as Bowling 
GreenS tate University, Ohio State 
University and Miami of Ohio. 
'Beating some big teams gives 
us some confidence,' said Fenske. 
'We are now more mentally pre-
O'Reilly's 
15 cent wtngs Wednesdays and Sunday 
20% discount on all food to all Carroll 
students, 
faculty. and staff 
Guiness, Murphy's, Harp, Double 
Diamond, 
Woodpecker, and Whatney's by the 
pint and 1 I 2 pint 
Rolling Rock Draft Specials! 
11 a.m. - 2 a.m.- lunch and dinner 
kitchen closes at 11 p.m. 
free parking at rear of the building 
L 321-9356 
pared and believe in our selves.' 
Senior Tish Kanaga added an-
other solid performance, conquer-
ing 7lst place overall and 13th 
among Division-IHcompetitors in 
20:00.06. 
For the men, freshman james 
Van Dress and junior Dave Frattare 
were Carroll's top runners at the 
All-Ohio Meet in Delaware, Ohio. 
"We were competing against 
sometoughcompetition,"saidVan 
Dress. "This will help us prepare 
for the Ohio Athletic Conference 
Meet next week." 
Van Dress, who has been john 
Carroll's top fin is her in a 11 but one 
race this season, finished 28th 
among the Division-III runners, 
crossing the finish line at 28:30.8. 
Frattare placed 13th among Divi-
sion-Ill athletes, finishing at the 
28:46. mark. 
"People know their posi tionson 
the team," Brosnahan said. "They 
have the confidence in each other 
to make the tough pass and take 
ha:t h ' 
Brosnahan, junior midfielder 
Adrian Del Busso, freshman for -
ward Dave Bartulovic,sophomore 
forward Chip Aschenbrener and 
junior mid fielder Ryan Caudill all 
scored for the Streak& 
Going into last Wednesday's 
match against Hiram, the Streaks 
knew they would have a tough 
game on their hands, as the Hiram 
football team sat in the stands for 
the first 10 minutes of play, 
screaming at the team, sophomore 
goalkeeper Grant Mast said. 
"We know every year that their 
fans are brutal," Mast said. "I was 
very impressed with the way we 
-THE--
OHIO 
EDU~C~ATI~O~NA?L;:· CREDIT 
UNION 
'JOIA Jae~lty, Stall, 
""" All st~d•~tts: ---; Discover Your Banking 
Alternative: Use The 
Credit Union For All Your 
Financial Needs, Including : 
• "No Fee" Checking with qualifying 
Payroll Deduction or Direct Deposit. 
• MAC A TM Cards with 5 free 
withdrawals per month. 
• All types of Loans. 
Visit Us At JCU: 
11:00 AM to 1:00PM: 
Wednesday, October 25 in the Jardine Room 
Or for more infonnation, contact 
The Ohio Educational Credit Union 
At 621-6296 
I M be 0 d S" 193311AII~-:.=" .. ".=1 em r wne mce • __ ..... __
"Going into the second half, we 
knew we could take them," Mast 
said. "We were dominating them. 
They were on thelr heels for most 
of the game." 
The game had an added incen-
tive for the Streaks, Brosnahan said. 
"Weknewthatthisgamewould 
be for home field [advantage] for 
the Conference Tournament, and 
we did not want to go back there," 
Brosnahan said. 
The Streaks looked to avoid a 
letdown when Marietta came to 
Wasmer Field Friday. Second hal£ 
goals by Brosnahan and sopho-
more midfielder Jim Myers gave 
the Streaks a 2-0 victory, as they 
improved to their current 6-0-l 
mark in the OAC 
The victory gave the Streaks a 
haU-game lead over Heidelberg, 
who they played yesterday, for 
first-place in the conference. 
For the season, Brosnahan 
stands second in the OAC with 
1.87 points per game. 
If the Streaks won at Heidel-
berg, and if they win against 
Muskingum Saturday at Wasmer 
Field, they will host the Confer-
ence Tournament, where their 41-
game unbeaten streak dates back 
to 1990. Their last loss was to 
Hiram. 
TheStreaks'defense had to con-
tend with two of the league's top 
scorers against Heidelberg: 
Darnell Chambers ranked first in 
the conference in points per game, 
going into the contest with a 3.71 
ppg average. The Student Princes' 
Kevin Burgman was ranked ninth 
in the same category, as of Tues-
day, averaging l.4 3 ppg. 
Regardless of Heidelberg's of-
fensi ve threats, John Carroll has 
been able to douse other potent 
conference opponent offenses, as 
Mast was second in goals allowed 
average at press time, yielding .67 
goals a game in the OAC. 
Heidelberg's goalkeeper was not 
I isted among OAC leaders. 
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DeCarlo becomes Blue Streaks• 
winningest coach in 38-6 triumph 
Sceuy Ztirr 
Erik Boland 
Staff Reporter 
Ohio Northern football Coach 
Tom Kaczkowski's lone hope of 
upsettingjohn Car roll last Satur-
day seemed to be an offensive 
shootout. Only one team came 
out shooting, however, as the Blue 
Streaks dominated 38-6. 
Ripping through rhe Polar 
Bears porous defense in the first 
half, Carroll rolled up 277 total 
yards and a 24-0 lead. Junior 
tailback Carmen Ua qua ran for 
53 first-half yards and three touch-
downs. Sophomore quarterback 
Nick Caserio was a sharp1D-14for 
I77 yards and no interceptions. He 
finished the game 16-24 for 254 
yards with two touchdowns and 
an interception. 
Junior tailback Carmen llacqua tums the corner against Ohio 
Northern, Saturday. He scored three touchdowns on the day. 
"They (ONU) have such great 
athletes and we knew they could 
pur some points on the board," 
Caserio said . "Offensively, we 
wanted toputsomepoints up and 
give our defense a little cushion, 
buttheyreallydidn't need it. They 
played phenomenaL" 
Women's soccer faces must-win situation 
Joe Nowak 
Staff Reporter 
The john Carroll women'ssoc-
certeamsplittwogameslastweek, 
and now face a must-win situa-
tion against league-leader Heidel-
berg in order to make the Ohio 
Athletic Conference's post-season 
tournament. 
Senior forward Molly Burke 
scorea the lone goal in a 1-0 win 
over Hiram laSJ: Wedne. day. 
Burke's goal, the 28th in her career 
at John Carroll, added to her 
school record for career goals 
scored. Burke surpassed Danielle 
Sluga for most career points re-
corded in the history of JCU 
women's soccer (70) with a goal 
against Walsh on Tuesday. 
Chris Anderson 
football 
However, the john Carroll 
points record isn't what's on her 
mind. 
"The game was a little disap-
pointing," said Burke, about the 
Hiram contest. "We came out a 
little flat and should have per-
formed better against a ream that 
has struggled this year." 
Carroll then dropped a 4-0 de-
cision to host Marietta last Satur-
day afternoon. Even though the 
game was played in adverse 
weather condltlons,forward Thea 
Cansler gave no excuses. "Some-
thing just didn't click," the senior 
said. "They just capitalized on 
more opportunities than us." 
If the Blue Streaks don't look 
ahead, they will be eliminated 
from the OAC Tournament, which 
takes the top four finishers in regu-
lar-season conference play. 
The Student Princes(l3-2 over-
all, 8-0 OAC), ranked 21st in Divi-
sion Ill, visited Wasmer Field yes-
terday. They had won 12 consecu-
tive games and had outscored their 
opponents 53-2 during that span, 
as of Tuesday. 
"They are an exceptional soc-
cer team " Consler said. "But. we 
are really focused and l we 
can get the job done.• 
The Streaks (7 -7-1 overa 11, 4-3 
OAC)opened this week with a 3-0 
home victory against Walsh. Af-
ter the Heidelberg matchjCU will 
conclude its regular season Satur-
day, at Muskingum. 
Pam Jimison 
volleyball 
Anderson is Streak of the 
week two weeks running now. 
The junior inside linebacker, 
has been named OAC Defen-
sive Player of the Week. 
Anderson tallied I 5 tackles 
against Ohio Northem while 
grabbing two interceptions. 
This sophomore outside 
hitter had a career-high 45 
digs and has moved into 
second place in the OAC for 
digs per game averaging 4.33. 
She also had a game saving 
dig to help win the fifth game 
of the Mount Union match 
Tuesday. 
The defense frustrated ONU 
quarterback Scott Tekancic all af-
ternoon, the league's leader in ro-
ta l offense (24 2 yards per game). 
Facingconstantpressurefrom the 
Streaks' defensive line, he was 
sacked seven times. Tekanctc 
threw four passes that were inter-
cepted by thejCU secondary Jun-
ior inside linebackerChrisAnder-
songrabbed two, while fellow jun-
ior linebacker Dean Lam ~rand and 
senior safety Dan Bansley added 
one each. Anderson also led the 
team in tackles with 15. He was 
named Ohio Athletic Conference 
Defensive Player of the Week. 
"He's the best linebacker in this 
conference," Coach Tony DeCarlo 
said "In the years that we've been 
here- nine years- he's as good a 
linebacker that we've had- and 
we'vehadsomegood linebackers.· 
Those nine years have a I so seen 
many victories, including a 
record-setting one last Saturday. 
With the win , DeCarlo passed 
Herb Eisele on the jCU all-time 
coaching victory list. (Eisele 
coached the team from 1947-58 
and amassed a 60-37-4 record). 
DeCarlo's record stands at 61-21-3. 
"Its quite an honor to even be 
mentioned with Herb Eisele's 
name: DeCarlosaid. "lacceptcon-
gratulations not only for myself, 
but for our entire coaching staff, 
and not just this coaching staff, 
but the people I've surrounded 
myself with since 1987 when we 
took the program over Its those 
people who !deserve a lot of the 
credir i. 
This weekend, Parents Week-
end, should yield victory number 
62as lowly Capita 1 comes to town . 
Only hapless Otterbein prohibits 
Capita I (1 -5overall,l-40AC) from 
ranking last in the conference m 
both points allowed and points 
scored. Last year, the Blue Streaks 
(4-l-1 overall, 3-1-l OAC) edged 
theCrusaders62-13 in Columbus. 
Stil~ DeCarlo is diplomatic in 
his assessment of this weekend's 
game. "The ktds know in this 
league, on any given day,anything 
can happen." 
r Blttes 
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Editorial 
Speak out ... 
The evidence is 
in the results 
In case you haven't stopped by lately, prices 
in the Inn Between have been lowered. Stu-
dents responded after prices were dramati-
cally increased at the beginning of the year 
The initial response was one of outrage and 
disgust, with people talking of boycotts and 
other extensive measures. With careful 
thought and planning, however, students re-
sponded in a very intelligent, reasonable man-
ner to the price increase under the leadership 
of the Student Union and its petition cam-
paign. 
Because of this response, Dora lice Tavalario 
of the SU met with Dan Yaeger, director of 
Marriot food services, and negotiated to bring 
the prices down. A trip to the Inn Between 
right now is proof positive that the negotia-
tions were success[ ul, and that students really 
do have a voice on this campus. 
The lowering of the food prices is a perfect 
example of the fact that we, as students, do 
have influential power. We possess the ability 
to make positive changes hereatJCU, changes 
that directly affect us. 
We, more than any administrator, know bet-
ter what can be done to improve our years at 
Carroll, be it prices at the Inn Between that 
need lowering or the fact that there are simply 
not enough places to park a car around here. 
Students have (or have the potential to have) 
a strong voice, as evidenced by the success of 
lowering the prices in the Inn Between; we 
just need to keep using it. What was done to 
lower the prices can be applied to many other 
facets of JCU life, and many other problem 
areas, such as the very poor quality of the 
computers available for student use or the 
lack of convincingly effective security. 
As we have proven, we can make a differ-
ence. All we need to do is speak up. When we 
do, the administration hasnootherchoice but 
to listen. We may not always be able to get 
exactlywhatwewant. Thatislife. That'swhy 
there's negotiation and compromise. 
HITS & m is s e s 
m I s s: Computer labs- computers losing "saved" documents. HIT: 
Internet access in the O'Malley Center computer labs. Other labs on 
campus need to catch up, badly. m i s s: Mid- terms during games 
one and two of the league championships. How did they expect us to 
study? HIT: Marriott responding to student demand with new pizza 
sauce. m I s s: Parents Weekend being scheduled right after Fall 
Break. .. do we really need to see our parents two weeks in a row?! 
m I s s: Slider, the Indians' team mascot, falling off the outfield wall, 
putting himself on the disabled list for the rest of the season. HIT: 
Marriott moving things around (specifically, Pasta Pronto) to im-
prove the long lines. HIT: 'The Indians win it... the Indians win it... oh 
my God, the Indians win it!" The Tribe· World Series bound! 
What's going on in the SU? 
Changes are occurring on a more frequent basis in the Student Union this year. 
But, these are not just changes in policy or procedure. What has changed most are 
the people making the decisions. 
Since the beginning of thisschoolyear, office vacancies have plagued the SU and 
the junior class in particular. The junior class president, class secretary and an off-
campus senator have all resigned, citing various reasons. 
While the reasons for resignation are varied, one must wonder if there isn't 
something more behind the situation. What exactlyis going on in the SU this year 
that is causing all of these changes in leadership? The SU has been notably 
effective this year when it comes to issues such as the lowering of the Inn Between 
prices, but at what (or who's) expense? It is entirely possible that too much 
pressure or stress was a factor in the resignations. Or, these officers rna y have been 
unhappy with the way things were being handled in the SU. Whatever the exact 
reasons, even though all of the positions werefilled quickly,itdoes not appear tha t 
all is complete! y well with the SU. The quick action to fill the poistions could be 
questioned on the grounds that none of the new officers were voted for by their 
peers. Regardless of proper replacement procedure, one ha~ to question whether 
the students are being represented by their newly "appointed' officers. 
commentary: Accounting ... athletes ... and attitude 
Sometimes I think I have too many opinions 
about too many things: 
Of the 31 companies visiting our campus for 
recruiting this fall, 16 
are for Accounting 
majors only. I guess 
when the lady at the Co-
op seminar for seniors 
said that sending your 
resume out on your 
own, and not going 
through on-campus 
recruiting is highly 
unsuccessful she was 
really saying. "Anyone 
not majoring in Ac-
counting. good luck and 
,_;....;..::;..;:.;;~----' god bless.w By the way, 
there are only 120 accounting majors in a 
lXllversity of over 3,0<X> full time undergraduate 
students. Maybe the accounting club does a 
little more than the rest of the school to get 
recruiters here, but there have got to be more 
companies looking for people than such 
corporate monsters as Abercrombie and Fitch. 
A lot of athletes have been complaining 
lately about the lack of support they have been 
getting on this campus. I'Ve been an athlete 
since the first time I scored on my own goalie in 
Junior Hockey circa 1979; these whiners get on 
my nerves. Anyone who has played sports long 
enough should realize that sports aren't about 
the people in the stands, or the headlines in the 
newspaper. It's not about whether your sport is 
considered tough or cool, it's about being the 
best you can on the field, in the pool, on the 
court, on the Ice, and nowhere else. It's just 
plain stupid to expect a pat on the back, and 
getting upset when you don't. Ask yourself one 
thing. did you work hard? Did you do your best? 
The answer to that is all you should need. 
"I hate you students." A cop from UiPD said 
that to me once. Okay, buddy, in a town of a 
little over 15,000 people, you're telling me you 
hate over 1/6 of them? (Editor's note: the 
author concedes that not all cops are jerks-
just the ones that pull him over.) The attitude of 
town hall toward the students here is ridiculous. 
Let's blame every problem in this pristine little 
metropolis on the local university. The housing 
ordinance that regulates the number of non-
related persons residing in one home or 
apartment was explained initially as an effort to 
reduce such things as fire hazards. The number 
of fires in University Heights involving students 
in the last 5 years remains somewhere around 
(ballpark figure)_ zero. If the town council had 
its way, I'm sure they would close down the 
school for good. What they don't realize is that 
they would be closing down a lot of the shops 
and restaurants in the town along with it. Then 
the same cop who hates students would lose 
his job because the tax base of this town would 
pli .. nmet. 
Editor's note: The conmentary in the October 
5th issue was wrihten by Sherryluchetti,Assis· 
tant Features Editor. 
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Measuring the American poverty level: new yardstick needed 
Constance F. Citro and Robert T. Michael 
Special to The Washington Post 
Imagine the stock market or the Federal Reserve Board 
functioning without regular reports on the unemployment 
rate or the Consumer Price Index. Similarly, imagine gov-
ernment policy-makers lacking indicators of the impact 
their programs are having on families' incomes or health-
care costs. 
It is remarkable, then,thatoneof the federal government"s 
more important measurements has become so outdated 
and so misleading that it probablyshould be labeled "Warn-
ing: This statistic may be hazardous to your policy inten-
tions." That statistic is the official U.S. poverty measure. 
When the Census Bureau released the latest poverty 
figures earlier this month, they showed that 38.1 million 
people in !994lived in families with annual income below 
the poverty threshold ($15,141 for a family of four). The 
total of 38.1 million "poor" people translates into a poverty 
rate of 14.5 percent of the total population. Bur the method 
of calculating those figures is so flawed that they can't 
possibly reflect the reality of poverty. 
Like other government statistics, the poverty rate is 
produced by a nonpartisan group of able and dedicated 
public servants. But unlike most other federal statistics, the 
poverty rate is still measured almost exactly the way it was 
more than 30 years ago. The current rate of measurement 
stems from the work of Mollie Orshansky, staff economist 
at Social Security Administration. Orshansky developed 
"lines,' or thresholds for different types of families for 1963 
using data from the 1955 Household Food Consumption 
Survey. The measurement was implimented during the 
Johnson Administration's war on poverty and has remained 
virtually unchanged. 
A debate is currently under way about whether we 
accurately measure inflation, and research is proceeding 
to improve the CPl. Our official poverty measure is far more 
in need of correction, but so far few seem to be paying 
attention. If we had treated inflation with the same disre-
gard, we would still be tabulating the change in the price of 
S[Udebakers and black-and-white TVs, and we would not 
include the prices of VCRs, camcorders or any of the other 
electronic equipment brought to market in the last 30 
years. 
A major flaw is that the poverty measure only includes 
cash income before taxes. In 1963, there was no national 
food-stamp program, so not surprisingly, there was no 
provisionmadeforcountin foodstam asincome. Simi-
larly, other in-kind tranSfers sue as pu tc- ous ng or 
school-lunch programs were not taken into account. They 
still aren"t, though we annually spend over $25 billion on 
foodstamps,over$4 billion on school-lunch programs and 
more than $19 billion in housing subsidies. To include 
these benefits, of course, would lower the poverty rate. 
Sometimes the flaw affects the poverty figures in both 
directions. For example, payroll taxes have increased sig-
nificantly in the past 30 years. They've hit low-wage work-
ers particularly hard, but they aren't subtracted from in-
come indecidingif a family is poor. But more recently, with 
the expansion of the Earned Income Tax Credit, income 
taxes have decreased, and many low-income workers re-
ceive checks from the government. These EITC checks, 
totaling nearly $20 billion in 1994, aren't counted as in-
come in the poverty measure. 
Fin all y,considerchild-support payments made by non-
custodial parents. They are counted twice in the offictal 
poverty measure: as income still available to the paying 
parent and also as income to the receiving parent. This 
clearly cannot be right Both familiescannot use that money 
to meet their basic needs and to live above a poverty level. 
In 1963 this issue was of minor importance, because the 
divorce rate was quite low, relatively few births occurred 
outside of marriage and relatively few non-custodial par· 
ents paid much child support. But social circumstances 
have changed. 
lt'sclear that families receiving the EITCor food stamps 
or housing subsidies are in fact better off than our official 
poverty tally suggests, while those who make child-sup-
port payments, pay taxes, incur work expenses or have 
maJOr med1cal costs are less well off And with so many 
families ranked incorrectly, policy-makers probably focus 
on the wrong families when they formulate policies in-
tended to help the "poor." 
The good news is that these flaws m the poverty mea-
sure can be fixed, and at very littlecost. Data with which to 
estimate after-tax mcome, the value of in-kind transfers. 
and such non -discretiona ryexpenses as child-support pay-
ments and child-care expenses are available now, and, in-
deed, in many mstances, have been available for over a 
decade. What's needed is polittcalleadersh1p to face the 
facts and fix the official poveny measurement. 
Healing racism with help from the press 
Geneva Overholser 
C 1995, The Washington Post 
First there was theO.J. Simpson verdict. Now comes the 
Million Man March. The subject of race has all of America 
in its grip. It has filled street corners and buses and d mner-
table conversations. And much of the talk is hot as fire. 
Some said harsher things than have been said publicly 
for years: "This is what white people feared after the Civil 
War." "That's all they do, young black men. they commit 
crimes." 
Others tempered their statements. I've always had sym-
pathy for blacks, they said, but how can wehaveconfidence 
in the justice system now? 
Some were more resigned, yet deeply frustrated . "Why 
do so many people assume these jurors didn't use their 
heads?" "This must be some new experience for wh1tes, all 
this concentranon on race-as though it's not something 
black people live with from the time they get up in the 
morning until the time they go to bed." 
Howdoweemergefrom this stronger rather than more 
torn? However much the airing hurts, more openness, un-
derstandingand knowledge is one answer. And therein lies 
a reason to feel hopeful about the press these days. For a 
long time, U.S. newspapers have contributed to the divi -
sion among races by falling short of telling the story of all 
Americans, the good and the bad of the lives that they live, 
the fullness of their ho and fears. 
ews pers ave we t on al ure, s ortc ange 
achievement and left out much of the fabric of daily life. It's 
been easy in our newspapers to spot the criminal, the 
cheater, the laggard. It's been tougher to find the loving 
father. the 
in goodly number m every race. 
One reason not all of Amencan life was represented in 
newspapers is that notallof American life was represented 
in newsrooms. News staffs were a homogeneous lot, and, 
however skillful, their coverage showed it It's harder to 
chronicle movmglyand accurately what is foreign to your 
own experien e. It's even harder to think to chronicle tt m 
the first place. 
In a Washmgton Post commentary in July, the novelist 
Bruce Duffy wrote. "I used to think that a wnter off ire and 
conviction could speak to all people, people of any color. 
but lately I must admit that I'm reconsidering this perhaps 
antique notion. This dread m me comes and goes In the 
buoying darkness of America, the water IS lapping. In the 
darkness between us, there is no way to gauge thedrif t, and 
too often the nearest vo1ce is actually m1les away." 
This is one dark moment-bUl also one when distant 
voices can be heard So many are talking, so many are 
listening. And newspapers are better able now to include 
all the voices. 
Newsrooms have come a long way from the days of 
homogeneity. 
The newsroom today is filled with men and women, 
young and old, of every color, looking like the world they 
cover.Theresultsare uneven, butnch w1th pr01mse There's 
a lot of information commgc\ear and strong into the some 
tim mudd stream of motion 
ere s a ong way to go towam uilcfeiiti J18 m 
America. Hurt and anger, ignorance and fear are eo~ery­
where. lt'sa tough struggle, messy, hurtful, unsettling. And 
the results are well worth it. 
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Editorial 
Speak out ... 
The evidence is 
in the results 
In case you haven't stopped by lately, prices 
in the Inn Between have been lowered. Stu-
dents responded after prices were dramati-
cally increased at the beginning of the year. 
The initial response was one of outrage and 
disgust, with people talking of boycotts and 
other extensive measures. With careful 
thought and planning, however, students re-
sponded in a very intelligent, reasonable man-
ner to the price increase under the leadership 
of the Student Union and its petition cam-
paign. 
Because of this response, Dora lice Tavalario 
of the SU met with Dan Yaeger, director of 
Mar riot food services, and negotiated to bring 
the prices down. A trip to the Inn Between 
right now is proof positive that the negotia-
tions were successful, and that students really 
do have a voice on this campus. 
The lowering of the food prices is a perfect 
example of the fact that we, as students, do 
have influential power. We possess the ability 
to make positive changes hereatjCU, changes 
that directly affect us. 
We, more than any administrator, know bet-
ter what can be done to improve our years at 
Carroll, be it prices at the Inn Between that 
need lowering or the fact that there are simply 
not enough places to park a car around here. 
Students have (or have the potential to have) 
a strong voice, as evidenced by the success of 
lowering the prices in the Inn Between; we 
just need to keep using it. What was done to 
lower the prices can be applied to many other 
facets of JCU life, and many other problem 
areas, such as the very poor quality of the 
computers available for student use or the 
lack of convincingly effective security. 
As we have proven, we can make a differ-
ence. All we need to do is speak up. When we 
do, the administration hasnootherchoice but 
to listen. We may not always be able to get 
exactlywhatwewant. Thatislife. That'swhy 
there's negotiation and compromise. 
HITS & m is s e s 
m I s s: Computer labs- computers losing "saved" documents. HIT: 
Internet access in the O'Malley Center computer labs. Other labs on 
campus need to catch up, badly. m i s s: Mid- terms during games 
one and two of the league championships. How did they expect us to 
study? HIT: Marriott responding to student demand with new pizza 
sauce. m I s s: Parents Weekend being scheduled right after Fall 
Break. .. do we really need to see our parents two weeks in a row?! 
m I s s: Slider, the Indians' team mascot, falling off the outfield wall, 
putting himself on the disabled list for the rest of the season. HIT: 
Marriott moving things around (specifically, Pasta Pronto) to im-
prove the long lines. HIT: ''The Indians win it... the Indians win it... oh 
my God, the Indians win it!" The Tribe- World Series bound! 
What's going on in the SU? 
Changes are occurring on a more frequent basis in the Student Union this year. 
But, these are not just changes in policy or procedure. What has changed most are 
the people making the decisions. 
Since the beginning of thisschoolyear,office vacancies have plagued the SU and 
the junior class in particular. The junior class president, class secretary and an off-
campus senator have all resigned, citing various reasons. 
While the reasons for resignation are varied, one must wonder if there isn't 
something more behind the situation. What exactly is going on in the SU this year 
that is causing all of these changes in leadership? The SU has been notably 
effective this year when it comes to issues such as the lowering of the Inn Between 
prices, but at what (or who's) expense? It is entirely possible that too much 
pressure or stress was a factor in the resignations. Or, these officers may have been 
unhappy with the way things were being handled in the SU. Whatever the exact 
reasons, even thoughallof the positions werefilled quickly,itdoesnotappearthat 
all is completely well with the SU. The quick action to fill the poistions could be 
questioned on the grounds that none of the new officers were voted for by their 
peers. Regardless of proper replacement procedure, one has, to question whether 
the students are being represented by their newly 'appointed' officers. 
commentary: Accounting ... athletes ... and attitude 
Sometimes I think I have too many opinions 
about too many things: 
Of the 31 companies visiting our campus for 
recruiting this fall, 16 
are for Accounting 
majors only. I guess 
when the lady at the Co-
op seminar for seniors 
said that sending your 
resume out on your 
OWl\ and not going 
through on-campus 
recruiting is highly 
unsuccessful she was 
really saying, "Anyone 
not majoring in Ac-
counting, good luck and 
god bless: By the way, 
there are only 120 accounting majors in a 
\Aliversity of over 3,000 full time undergraduate 
stUdents. Maybe the accounting club does a 
little more than the rest of the school to get 
recruiters here, but there have got to be more 
companies looking for people than such 
corporate monsters as Abercrombie and Fitch. 
A lot of athletes have been complaining 
lately about the lack of support they have been 
getting on this campus. I've been an athlete 
since the first time I scored on my own goalie in 
Junior Hockey circa 1979; these whiners get on 
my nerves. Anyone vmo has played sports long 
enough should realize that sports aren't about 
the people in the stands, or the headlines in the 
newspaper. It's not about whether your sport is 
considered tough or cool, it's about being the 
best you can on the field, in the pool, on the 
court, on the ice, and nowhere else. It's just 
plain stupid to expect a pat on the back. and 
getting upset wtlen you don't. Ask yourself one 
thing, did you work hard? Did you do your best? 
The answer to that is all you should need. 
"I hate you stUdents." A cop from ll-IPD said 
that to me once. Okay, buddy, in a town of a 
little over 15,000 people, you're telling me you 
hate o\ler 1/6 of them? (Editor's note: the 
author concedes that not all cops are jerks-
just the ones that pull him over.) The attitude of 
town hall toward the students here is ridiculous. 
Let's blame every problem in this pristine little 
metropolis on the local university. The housing 
ordinance that regulates the number of non-
related persons residing in one home or 
apartment was explained initially as an effort to 
reduce such things as fire hazards. The nU'llber 
of fires in Uni¥ersity Heights in¥olving students 
in the last 5 years remains somewhere around 
(ballpark figure)_ zero. If the town council had 
its way, I'm sure they would close down the 
school for good. What they don't realize is that 
they would be closing down a lot of the shops 
and restaurants in the town along with it. Then 
the same cop who hates students would lose 
his job because the tax base of this town would 
plumnet. 
Editor's note: The corrmentary in the October 
5th issue was wrihten by Sherryluchetti, Assis-
tant Features Editor. 
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Measuring the American poverty level: new yardstick needed 
Constance F. Citro and Robert T. Michael 
Special to The Washington Post 
Imagine the stock market or the Federal Reserve Board 
funclioningwithout regularreportson the unemployment 
rate or the Consumer Price Index. Similarly, imagine gov-
ernment policy-makers lacking indicators of the impact 
their programs are having on families' incomes or health-
care COSIS. 
It is remarkable, then,t hat one of thefedera lgovernme nt's 
more important measuremeniS has become so outdated 
andsomisleadingthatit probably should be labeled "Warn-
ing: This statistic may be hazardous to your policy inten-
tions." Tnat statistic is tile official U.S. poverty measure. 
When the Census Bureau released the latest poverty 
figures earlier this month, they snowed that 38.1 million 
people in 1994lived in families with annual income below 
the poverty threshold ($15,141 for a family of four). The 
total of 38.1 million ~poor" people translates into a poverty 
rate of 14.5 percent of the total population. But the method 
of calculating those figures is so flawed that they can't 
possibly reflectthe reality of poverty 
like other government statistics, the poverty rate is 
produced by a nonpartisan group of able and dedicated 
public servaniS But unlike most other federal statistics, the 
poverty rate is still measured almost exactly the way it was 
more than 30 years ago. The current rate of measurement 
stems from the work of Mollie Orshansky, staff economist 
at Social Security Administration. Orshansky developed 
'lines,' or thresholds for different types of families for 1963 
using data from the 1955 Household Food Consumption 
Survey. The measurement was implim·ented during the 
johnson Administration's war on poverty and has remained 
virtually unchanged. 
A debate is currently under way about whether we 
accurately measure inflation, and research is proceeding 
to improve the CPl. Our official poverty measure is far more 
in need of correction, but so far few seem to be paying 
attention. If we had treated inflation with the same disre-
gard, we would still be tabulating the change in the price of 
Stude bakers and black-and-white TVs, and we would not 
include the prices of VCRs, camcorders or any of the other 
electronic equipment brought to market in the last 30 
years. 
A major flaw is that the poverty measure on! y includes 
cash income before taxes. In 1963, there was no national 
food-stamp program, so not surprisingly, there was no 
provision made for countin food slam as income. Simi-
larly, other in-kind trans ers sue as pu JC- ous ng or 
school-lunch programs were not taken into account. They 
still aren't, though we annually spend over $25 billion on 
foodstamps,over$4 billion on school-lunch programs and 
more than $19 billion in housing subsidies. To include 
these benefits, of course, would lower the poverty rate . 
Sometimes the flaw affects the poverty figures in both 
directions. For example, payroll taxes have increased sig-
nificantly in the past 30 years. They've hit low-wage work-
ers particularly hard, but they aren't subtracted from in-
comeindecidingif a family is poor. But more recently, with 
the expansion of the Earned Income Tax Credit, income 
taxes have decreased, and many low-income workers re-
ceive checks from the government These E!TC checks, 
totaling nearly $20 billion in 1994, aren't counted as in-
come in the poverty measure. 
Finally,consider child-support payments made by non-
custodial pareniS. They are counted lwice in the official 
poverty measure: as income still available to the paying 
parent and also as income to the receiving parent. This 
clearly cannot be right. Both families cannot use that money 
to meet their basic needs and to live above a poverty level. 
In 1963 this issue was of minor importance, because the 
divorce rate was quite low, relatively few births occurred 
outside of marriage and relatively few non-custodial par-
eniS paid much child support. But social circumstances 
have changed. 
It's clear that families receiving the EITCor food. stamps 
or housing subsidies are m fact better off than our ofricial 
poverty tally suggests, while those who make child-sup-
port payments, pay taxes, incur work expenses or have 
maJOr medical cosiS are less well of£. And with so many 
families ranked incorrectly, policy-makers probably focus 
on the wrong families when they formulate policies in-
tended to help the •poor." 
The good news is that these flaws m the poverty mea-
surecan be fixed, and at very little cost. Data with which to 
estimate after-tax income, the value of in-kind transfers, 
and such non-discretionaryexpensesaschi ld-support pay-
ments and child-care expenses are avatlable now, and, in-
deed, in many instances, have been available for over a 
decade. What's needed IS political leadership to face the 
facts and fix the official poverty measurement. 
Healing racism with help from the press 
Geneva Overholser 
C 1995, The Washington Post 
First there was the 0.]. Simpson verdict. Now comes the 
Million Man March. The subject of race has all of America 
in iiS grip. It has filled street corners and buses and dinner-
table conversations. And much of the talk is hot as fire. 
Some said harsher things than have been said publicly 
for years: "This is what white people feared after the Civil 
War." "That's all they do, young black men, they commit 
crimes." 
Others tempered their statements. I've always had sym-
pathy for blacks, they said, but how can we have confidence 
in the justice system now? 
Some were more resigned, yet deeply frustrated . "Why 
do so many people assume these jurors didn't use their 
heads?" "This must be some new experience for whites, all 
this concentration on race- as though it's not something 
black people live with from the time they get up in the 
morning until the time they go to bed." 
How do we emerge from this stronger rather than more 
torn? However much the airing hurlS, more openness, un-
derstandingand knowledge is one answer. And therein lies 
a reason to feel hopeful about the press these days. For a 
long time, U.S. newspapers have contributed to the divi -
sion among races by falling short of telling the story of all 
Americans, the good and the bad of the lives that they live, 
the fullness of their ho and fears. 
ews apers ave we t on al ure, s ortc ang 
achievement and leftoutmuchofthefabricof daily life. It's 
been easy in our newspapers to spot the criminal, the 
cheater, the laggard. It's been tougher to find the loving 
father, the 
single 
mother 
making it 
all work-
the sorts 
who exist 
in goodly number in every race. 
One reason not all of American life was represented in 
newspapers is that not all of Amencan life was represented 
in newsrooms. News staffs were a homogeneous lot, and, 
however sk1llful, their coverage showed it. It 's harder to 
chronicle movingly and accurate! y what is foreign ro your 
own experience. Its even harder to think to chronicle it in 
the first place. 
ln a Washington Post commentary in july, the novelist 
Bruce Duffy wrote:"! used to think that a writer of fire and 
conviction could speak to all people, people of any color, 
but lately I must admit tharl'm reconsidering this perhaps 
antique notion. This dread in me comes and goes. ln the 
buoying darkness of America, the water IS lapping In the 
darkness between us, there is noway to gauge thedrif t, and 
too oflen the nearest voice is actually miles away." 
This is one dark moment- but also one when distant 
voices can be heard So many are talking, so many are 
listening. And newspapers are better able now tom tude 
all the voices. 
Newsrooms have come a long way from the days of 
homogeneity. 
The newsroom today is filled with men and women, 
young and old, of every color, looking like the world they 
cover. The results are uneven, but rich with promise. There's 
a lot of information coming dear and strong into the some 
time mudd tream of motion . 
a ong way to go rowaro uifcferstaiiafl1t fD 
America. Hurt and anger, ignorance and fear are every-
where. lt'sa tough struggle, messy, hurtful, unsettling. And 
the results are well worth it. 
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c I a s !:; i 1f i e d !:; 
For Sale: Specialized M2 Rac-
ing Mountain Bike Frame with 
Manitou Ill fork $500. Call Jim 
at 397-5511. 
Babysitter needed: Tuesday 
mornings for a 2 year old 
daugter, close to campus. 
$6.00 per hour. Please leave 
message. 595-0220. 
For Rent: 1 and 2 bedroom 
apartments. Located 2 miles 
from school. Building Address 
1414 South Belvoir Blvd. In-
cludes: Appliances, Carpet, 
Garage, Air. Can be furnished 
$480- $600. 932-9215 or 
291-8458. Please leave mes-
sage. 
Non-smoking babysitter for 
21-month-old Thurs. or Fri. 
morning. Shaker. Must drive. 
References. 752-1982. 
Roomate Needed: Two bed-
room apartment spacious 
kitchen, dining, living, and sit-
ting rooms. $460/month. Lo-
cated in Little Italy on 
Mayfield. Leasors needed im-
mediately! Call Michelle or Jen 
at 421-1242 anytime 
"'Help Wanted: Men/Women 
earn $480 weekly assembling 
circuit boards/electronic 
components at home. 
Exerience unnecessary, willl 
train. Immediate openings in 
your local area. Call 1-520-
680-464 7 ext. C.1662 
For Sale: Zeos 60mhz 
GIDRG~ 
by 
Mark 
Szorady 
OUT ON 
A LIMB 
by 
Gary 
Kopervas 
CRACKED 
Pentium CPU with an 18inch 
monitor. Tons of high power 
graphics programs and soft-
ware. Quad-Speed CD rom, 
and speakers. 
Also, a TDD machine is for 
sale. $1900 Call 397-5424 
for details. 
Spring Break- Nassau/Para-
dise Island, Cancun and Ja-
maica from $299.00. Air, Ho· 
tel, Transfers, Parties, and 
more! Organize a small I group 
and earn a FREE trip plus 
commissions! Call 1800-
822-0321. 
Babysitters wanted: Pepper 
Pike Area, 3 small children, 
Flexible hours, Car will be re-
quired. 2 references needed. 
292-4665. 
Wanted: A Childsitter for our 
two adorable boys. Ages 2 
and 4. Top Rates! Call 691-
0341 for any information. 
$1000 FUNDRAISER: Frater-
nities, Sororities, & Student 
Organizations. You've seen 
credit card fundraisers be-
fore, but you've never seen 
the Citibank fundraiser that 
pays $5.00 per application. 
Call Donna at 1-800-932-
0528 ext. 65. Qualified call-
ers receive a FREE camera. 
Attention JCU Students! 
Are you looking for a part-
time position that works 
with your school schedule? 
MBNA Marketing Systems 
will hold an Open Hol.Jse on 
Saturday, September 30, 
1995 from 9:00 a.m. until 
12:00 p.m. MBNA offers 
convinient schedules, com-
petitive salaries with 
monthly incentives and per-
sonal and professional 
growth opportunities. Please 
join us for coffee and donuts 
and to find out more about 
the positions available. For 
more information and direc-
tions call 595-4100.MBNA 
Marketing Systems 25900 
Science Park Dr., Beachwood, 
OH44122. 
Babysitter Wanted. s. Euclid 
Area, 4 Children. Monday thru 
Friday. 2 p.m. to 4 p.m. Sal-
ary Negotiable. Ask for Pam 
381-4459 
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING: 
Earn up to $2,000+/month 
working on Cruise Ships or 
Land-Tour companies. World 
travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the 
Caribbean, etc.). Seasonal 
and full-time employment 
available. No experience nec-
essary. For more informa-
tion call 1-206-634-0468 
ext.c55561 
CHEVY '88 Cavalier 4dr. Auto. 
89K miles many new parts, 
CO-sound system, will sacri-
fice at $1900.691-9515 
Landscaping Job: Part-time 
landscaping in S. Euclid area. 
Prior experience helpful. Flex-
ible hours. Good pay. If inter-
CYMBALS hv MlcluoAI SIRvton MAMA'S 
BOVZ ~ 
" LM"t '- It, wllh bralnt this big, every day It a 
bad hair day.-
by 
Jerry 
Craft 
THE 
IPATI 
by 
Jeff 
Pickering 
ested call Lance at (614) company. Call 371-8160 for 
597-5012. any information. 
Painters: Full time jobs avail- Needed: 2 Female roomates 
able for men or women who needed to share a 3 bedroom 
will paint indoors and out- house. Close to J.C.U. $325+ 
doors. Will be working for an utilities. Call Anita at 321-
East Side, quality oriented 7310 for more information. 
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